Welcome to Gordon Brown’s

‘NEW WORLD ORDER’
As Westminster entangles us in a web of lies, deceit,
propaganda, supranational financial corruption and
chaos, our own MPs adopt a common purpose to destroy the Britain we love.

Announcing the New:

BATTLE
for
BRITAIN
Government now asks if British troops
will be prepared to shoot British
people on the streets of Britain!

T

he NewWorldOrder
financial beast is
emerging. As antiBritish Fabian MPs
destroy Britain from within,
we are faced with a new Battle
for Britain. MPs think they can
do as they please - lie, cheat,
steal, engage in corruption,
snatch our children, deny justice, bail out fraudulent bankers, buy pornographic films
with public money, and even

have sex with their ‘molls’ in
Parliament. Now they want a
£40,000 per year pay rise, and
are asking British ‘squaddies’
if they will shoot at British
people in British streets.
Accident? Certainly not. This is a
common purpose elite now working to destroy Britain and replace
it with the ‘Post Democratic Society’.
Treasonous Labour, Tories and
Lib Dems are united in crime.

From CCTV cameras on the streets and
in pubs, to fingerprinting of children, and
government permission to travel abroad,
the evidence is growing that our criminal
political elite in Westminster is herding us
into a vicious police state. The fact that
Brown has recently authorised 50,000
officials to spy on friends, families, and
young children are programmed to spy on
their parents, should send a shudder down
the spine of every decent man and woman
in UK. This is the creation of the British equivalent of the East German Stasi.
These are the people who will be duped
into creating Brown’s new dictatorship ...
his so called New World Order.

Where is it heading? Chaos and violence on the streets, and then a massive
clamp down to lock us into the post
democratic state. Even sources within
the military are now blowing the whistle
on government questionnaires asking
troops if they will be prepared to fire on
their own people on the streets of Britain. Bolshevik Russia or Nazi Germany,
in matters not - the same tactics of revolutionary ‘CHANGE’ are being used.
Destroy the country’s institutions,
create chaos and ferment violence on the
streets. Then the state clampdown.

			

Continued Page 5

The European Union has the constitution of a dictatorship, and the laws of a police state
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Home Secretary Jacqui Smith
uses public money for private
houses and pornography. Behind the
scenes she uses KGB psychiatric
tactics to intimidate the public.

Difficult
choices: ‘blue
movies’ or a
new kitchen
sink.

Welcome to NuLabour Police State Britain, which now attempts to brand those people
daring to challenge the government ‘elite’ as mentally unstable or ill. This woman
must be one of the most dangerous Ministers ever to be elected to Westminster.

J

acqui Smith has hit the headlines again after her husband
downloaded
pornographic
films. The films were later charged
to Smith’s MP’s second home allowance - that is, for the taxpayer
to pay. Cleaner items of expenditure claimed by our Home Secretary included a stone kitchen sink
from Habitat for a mere £550. Altogether she has claimed more than
£116,000 under the additional costs
allowance for second homes.
As if her failings of morality and
honesty are not bad enough, behind the scenes, Ms Smith [alias
Mrs Timney] has been living up to
her nickname of ‘Jackboots Jacqui.’

Fixated Threat Assessment
Centre (FTAC) tasked to
intimidate critics of
Jacqui Smith?
The UKColumn was shocked to
learn that a member of the public,
who wrote letters and emails calling the Home Secretary a communist and criticising her for creating
a police state, has been summoned
for an interview with his GP. The
individual, who wishes to remain
anonymous, informed the Column
that he was recently surprised to receive a call from his GP asking him
to attend the surgery.
Once in front of his doctor, Mr
X was stunned to be told that the
GP had received a letter from the
highly secretive Fixated Threat
Assessment Centre (FTAC) following instructions from the Home
Secretary herself. Although embarrassed, the GP understood from
the communication that he was required to interview Mr X to establish his ‘state of mind’.
The implications of this incident
are extremely serious, as they suggest that anyone who dares to criticise the Home Secretary, or perhaps even the government itself,
will be regarded as mentally ill.
Clearly for Mr X, Smith’s actions
were intended to be a warning and
the first step in attempting to brand
him mentally ill.
Few readers will be aware of the
exact nature of the FTAC, since despite some publicity in the national
press it remains a highly secretive
organisation. The FTAC is a joint
initiative by the Department of
Health, the Home Office and the

Metropolitan Police Service.
Hansard reported in 2007 that,
“the unit comprised nine police officers (one chief inspector, one inspector, one sergeant and six police
constables) and five mental health
professionals (three full-time community psychiatric nurses, a parttime forensic psychiatrist and a
part-time forensic psychologist).”
According to Savas Hadjipavlou,
Director of Health and Offender
Partnerships, FTAC’s National
Health Service component alone
costs over £500,000 per annum.
Its purpose is two-fold:
“to assess and manage the risks
posed by those who engage in inappropriate or threatening forms
of contact towards people in public life, and in doing so, to direct
severely mentally ill people, who
are identidied through such contacts, to the care that they so desperately need.”

H

ansard states that: “FTAC
does not detain people
in psychiatric hospitals.
When it encounters an individual
in need of mental health care it
alerts their general practitioners
and psychiatrists, who then provide appropriate help under existing legislation. FTAC may make
use of police powers under section
136 of the Mental Health Act 1983
to take a person who appears to
be suffering from mental disorder,
and in immediate need of care or
control, to a place of safety.”
FTAC itself states that... “the psychiatric arm of FTAC is an NHS
service with a national remit,
funded directly by the Department
of Health and hosted by the Barnet Enfield and Haringe mental
Health NHS Trust..........FTAC, in
effect, is a new form of diversion
initiative in which the interests of
patient care overlap with those of
crime prevention.”
The tactic of commiting political
dissenters to mental hospitals and
psychiatric clinics is of course, an
old soviet KGB and East German
Stasi tactic. It seems interesting to
see the front end of such as system
already established in UK, and being used at the personal whim of
Ms Smith. Such action would appear to be easy for her to do since
the FTAC does not define what

actually comprises “inappropriate”
or “threatening” forms of contact.
Wall of silence from FTAC Something to hide?

A

telephone call to the FTAC
to establish just what “inappropriate” or “threatening” forms of contact might mean,
was met with a rude wall of silence
by a Detective Sergeant. Surprised
that the FTAC contact number was
freely available on the web, the
flustered officer did not want to
comment on the use of these definitions. After weakly suggesting that
the publicity arm of the Met Police
might help, he abruptly hung up.
The tactic of branding outspoken

critics of the government, courts or
even social services as vexatious
or extremists, has been taken a sinister step further when individuals
are drawn into a web of medical
and psychiatric assessments, with
a view to having them sectioned
as mentally ill. Numerous cases
concerning social services and the
Courts have been reported to the
UKColumn alone.

place Jackboot Jacqui Smith and
disband the FTAC as soon as possible. The FTAC can be contacted
via 020 7972 2000.

Powers to detain indefinitely
without trial.
The Daily Mail has been one national paper to report the danger of
the FTAC, highlighting that...
”It was given sweeping powers to
check more than 10,000 suspects’
files to identify mentally unstable
potential killers and stalkers with a
fixation against public figures.
The team’s psychiatrists and
psychologists then have the power
to order treatment - including forcibly detaining suspects in secure
psychiatric units.
Using these powers, the unit can
legally detain people for an indefinite period without trial, criminal
charges or even evidence of a
crime being committed and with
very limited rights of appeal.”

W

elcome to Jackboot Jacqui Smith’s NuLabour
KGB Britain. What
needs to be done? Inform others
and demand your MP works to re-

ADVERT
British writer Tony Bennett, who is also known as a
long-time campaigner against

www.ukcolumn.org

Britain’s membership of the
European Union, has written a handy 64-page guide to

Secretary of State for Justice
and Lord Chancellor
The man who now holds sway
over which children will be stolen
from their parents. Family courts
riddled with corruption now
decide the fate of over 4,000 British children. Many will be abused
by Social Services, now recruiting
unchecked staff from overseas including Romania.
Judges give themselves the rights
to decide childrens rights over
and above the parents. The same
politicised Judges that are unaccountable and above the law in
their ‘own’courts. Thousands of
parents 		
cont page....6

the Madeleine McCann case:
“What Really Happened to
Madeleine McCann? - 60 Reasons which suggest she was
not abducted” (ISBN 978-09507954-7-8).
It can be ordered for £4
including postage on the internet: http://madeleinefoundation.org/main/our-book/
In 2007 Tony wrote a
devastating analysis of the
Stuart Lubbock case: ‘NOT
AWIGHT: Getting Away
with Murder’, exposing the
lies told by witnesses present
at Michael Barrymore’s
house the drug-fuelled night
that Stuart was found dead.
SPECIAL OFFER FOR
‘UK COLUMN’ READERS
Tony’s book on the
Madeleine McCann case is
available to ‘UK Column’
readers at the special price
of only £2.50 - inclusive of
postage; send cheque for
£2.50 to The Madeleine
Foundation, c/o Mr A Bennett, 66 Chippingfield,
HARLOW, Essex CM17 0DJ
- and please mention ‘UK
Column’ when you write.
See feature article page 9.
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DON’T WATCH YOUR COUNTRY BEING DESTROYED FROM WITHIN - LEARN HOW TO FIGHT WITHIN THE LAW SEE ADVERT PAGE 4
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“LAWFUL REBELLION”
ACTIONS NOT WORDS
The British Constitution Group

www.thebcgroup.org.uk

FOLLOWING OUR HIGHLY SUCCESSFUL CONFERENCE IN STOKE ON TRENT IN JANUARY 2009,
THE BRITISH CONSTITUTION GROUP IS MOVING ON APACE WITH A SECOND CONFERENCE FOR 1,000 PEOPLE.
VENUE: THE FRIENDS HOUSE 173-177 EUSTON ROAD, LONDON NW1 2BJ
DATE: 13 JUNE 2009.
ARE YOU PREPARED TO SIT AND WATCH BRITAIN DESTROYED?

JOIN THE FIGHT FOR OUR COUNTRY
Payment by credit/debit card or cheque.
Bookings to:- The British Constitution Group, 7, Holland Road, Wallasey, Wirral, CH45 7QZ.
Tel; (0151) 691 1879; (01752) 312743; 0781 352 9383.
Bookings online: www. thebcgroup.org.uk.
emails: roger@thebcgroup.org.uk
You can also turn up on the day and pay at the door. THANK YOU!
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Entangled in a web of treason, we’re

The New
Battle for Britain

now fighting

continued from front page

TRAITORS AND HYPOCRITES
Clegg, Cameron and Brown give away the very country that millions of
brave people faught and died for. Stand up for Britain? These are the ‘Fabian
Fifth Column’ handing Britain over to the International Bankers and the
European Union police state. Can there be a more despicable sight than
this morally bankrupt trio ‘honouring’ the dead of two world wars? Join the
UKColumn in the NEW BATTLE for BRITAIN and throw them out. No
violence is needed. Start by telling your local MP that they either clean up
their party now, or loose their job. Time is now very short and It is now up
to the British people to stop Gordon Brown’s ‘New World Order’.
In the bombed-out wartime streets of London, as a handful of Spitfires and
Hurricans fought valiantly to secure our freedom, who could have guessed

A

fter the sacrifices of World
War II, do we, the British public, watch in dispair as our country
is destroyed from within by antiBritish MPs such as Brown, Blair,
Mandelson, Jackboot Jacqui Smith,
Straw, Cameron, Clegg, Clarke, and
their cohorts, or do we fight back?
Violence is not needed. Instead we
need massive Lawful Rebellion to
re-install honest, trustworthy, and
moral MPs in parliament and that is
what our campaign on the opposite
page is about.
Some good politicians exist already,
but just a handful. Many others sit
on the fence with no ‘guts’ to step
forward and be counted. They are a
disgrace to the nation, and a disgrace
to the dead of two world wars. They
must be exposed and replaced fast.
Whilst the government predicts a

summer of violence on the streets,
the UK Column believes that it is
our own government that will help
facilitate that violence to allow yet
more draconian police state legislation to be installed.
The recent G20 protests in London
have revealed that the police are
now trained to use violence and
provocative tactics against the public. In addition they are prepared
to lie and distort the truth, as has
been revealed in the disgraceful police cover-up over the death of Mr
Tomlinson who was assulted and
pushed to the ground by police.
s we have come to expect the
police firstly denied their actions and later employed a suspect
pathologist to claim the victim died
of a heart attack. Although overturned and rediagnosed as internal

A

that a trio of Fabian trained ‘wealthy socialist toffs’
would have brought this country to its knees. Indoctrinated by socialist, marxist and New World Order
think tanks such as the Fabian Society, Common
Purpose, the Young Foundation, DEMOS, Tavistock
Institute, Royal Institute of International Affairs and
a host of others, these out and out traitors, are duping a sleepy UK public into a socialist police state.

bleeding, the misdiagnosis reveals incompetence,
or a far sinister police
attempt to pervert the
course of justice.
eaceful readers and
activists, who feel
the need to protest on
the streets to protect free
speech and democracy,
must be discerning in
identifying the government agent provocateurs
who will attempt to inflame violence on the

P

streets. Many will come
as police, or in the guise
of wealthy charities and
campaigning organisations who form the backbone of Nulabour’s politicised “Third Sector’.
Lawful Rebellion does
not require violence, but
it does require millions
of people to simply say
NO to the steady march
of laws, rules and diktats
ensnaring us into a police
state. NO means NO!

Information revealed to the UK Column, indicates
that in addition to promoting NuLabour’s Neuro
Linguistic politics through the charity Common
Purpose, top Tory George Osborne MP has now apparently had a ‘religious conversion’ to the wonders
of ‘Behavioural Economics’. What is this? None
other than techniques by which unfavourable economic initiatives and policies can be made acceptable in the minds of individuals by the use of neuro
linguistic psychology and other mental manipulation. It seems an amazing coincidence that ‘behavioural economics’ should hit the streets just as the
public is to be fleeced in a budget to pay for years
of massive international banking fraud and corruption. Crime facilitated and encouraged by bent MPs.
Dangerous? These politicians and their party friends
in Westminster are a greater threat that the wartime
Luftwaffe. They are close to destroying Britain
unless we wake millions of people...and fast.
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Ode to a Public Servant

Tangled web of Members of Parliament,
Children, Education, and Sexual Perversion.
Oh Cry Liberty!“Do as thou wilt shall be the whole of the law.”

I

t is a fact that the Labour government
suppressed the release of the police
Operation Ore list which was known to
have identified paedophiles within the Government, Judiciary, Police, Clergy, Civil Service
and Private Sector. It must be of great concern
to the UK public that senior members of the
Labour Cabinet are now shown by the Daily
Telegraph in their article dated 9 March 2009,
to have been linked to an organisation promoting a relaxation in the laws governing child
pornography.
Researchers for the UK Column are also finding worrying evidence linking ‘therapy’ and
“child caressing” within the confines of
Labour’s new Academy Schools. For ‘therapy’
we assume Neuro Linguistic Programming
NLP, which is nu-speak for hypnotherapy. For
‘caressing’, we mean “Project Caressing”. See
articles page 13 & 16. Should children be subjected to hypnosis and ‘caressing’ by adults, Nu
Labour will have started to install a frightening
possibility in the nation’s schools.
In the background, other European Union
countries, with Germany at the forefront, have
already started calling for paedophilia to be
made lawful. Could it be that, alongside the
vicious promotion of the ‘benefits’ of homosexuality to young children, hidden hands in Westminster are also working to make paedophilia
acceptable in the UK.
Martin Beckford’s Telegraph article starts:
“ The Leader of the House of Commons and
Minister for Women and Equality, who also
sits on a Cabinet committee on young people’s
welfare, is being touted as a possible successor
to Gordon Brown, but she faces fresh criticism
from Opposition MPs and campaign groups
after The Daily Telegraph obtained documents
showing that she called on ministers to make
sexually explicit photographs or films of children legal unless there was evidence that the
subject had been harmed.
At the time she made the official submission,
she was a senior figure in a civil liberties organisation that wanted the age of consent to
be lowered to 14 and incest decriminalised.
It also defended self-confessed paedophiles in
the press and allowed them to attend its meetings.”
The organisation to which he refers is Liberty,

formerly the National Council for Civil Liberties (NCCL), and now headed by Director
Shami Chakrabati. Beckford reveals that Miss
Harman was a newly qualified solicitor when
she became legal officer for NCCL in 1978.
Patricia Hewitt of NuLabour fame was general
secretary. At the time, Paedophile Information
Exchange (PIE) and Paedophile Action for
Liberation (PAL) were two of the groups affiliated with the organisation. Their objectives
leave little to the imagination, and Beckford
gets straight to the point when he
says,
“In NCCL’s official response
to the Government’s plans to reform sex laws, dubbed a “Lolita’s
Charter”, it suggested reducing
the age of consent and argued
that “childhood sexual experiences, willingly engaged in, with
an adult result in no identifiable
damage”. It claimed that children can suffer more from having to retell their experiences in
court or the press.”

By strange co-incidence, Laura Huxley, the wife of Aldous Huxley (Author of Brave
New World), started a charity “Children our Ultimate Investment (C:OUI ), which now operates
the ‘Teens and Toddlers’ initiative in UK’s

schools.
This, in turn, includes project “Caressing”; an
initiative which encourages touching between
adults and children.

Westwood & Chakrabati
launch ‘Liberty’ tee-shirts.
Photo from www.libertyhumanrights.org.uk

In an official NCCL response
(signed by Miss Harman) to the Protection of
Children Bill, it was claimed that:
“the new law could lead to “damaging and
absurd prosecutions” and “increase censorship”. She suggested that a pornographic photo or film of a child should not be considered indecent unless it could be shown that the subject
had suffered, and that prosecutors would have
to prove harm rather than defendants having to
justify themselves.”

T

he article indicates via a spokesman that
Miss Harman has always opposed child
pornography and PIE [Paedophile Information
Exchange]. He also apparently indicated that
“PIE had been excluded from NCCL before she
[Miss Harman] became legal officer. The Daily
Telegraph advises readers however that press
cutting show PIE was still an “affiliate group
in 1983.
We must congratulate Daily Telegraph reporter Mr Martin Beckford on his excellent
work, but we need to look a little deeper. Under
the direction of Ms Chakrabati, Liberty is now
a small but high profile organisation, which
proudly boasts its history
of fighting for civil liberties. Today, Liberty’s
website claims that:

A down and out British soldier
welcomed into the Church of God

Liberty nee NCCL, was originally
started in 1934 by Ronald Kidd, who
was angered by brutal police attacks on
protestors. The orgnisation later included such figures as E. M. Forster as its
President, and Clement Attlee, Aneurin
Bevan, Havelock Ellis, Aldous Huxley,
J. B. Priestley, Bertrand Russell, and H.
G. Wells among its vice-presidents.

“For the best part of a
century, Liberty and our
members have acted as
the conscience of a nation, fighting injustice
and placing principle
above populism when
others have faltered.
Among periods of political turbulence and financial instability, what has
remained constant is our
sense of purpose.”

Liberty’s status is also enhanced by support from iconic
designer Vivienne Westwood.
Westwood is alleged to have
received an award for her design work, at Buckingham
palace, whilst not wearing
any knickers. She apparently
received a later award whilst
wearing small ‘devils’ horns.
These would apparently complement her fashion collection
‘Witches’.

A

side from her own enthusiasm and background in the world of punk,
pornographic graffiti, sex and fetish wear, Ms
Westwood’s eldest son Ben is widely reported
as an enthusiast of pornography and sado masochistic sex. So much so, that along with several
women in bondage gear, he staged a demonstration in 2008 outside the Houses of Parliament in
protest at the Bill passed by the government earlier that will criminalise the possession of “extreme and violent pornography”.
Is what liberty means: the freedom to do as you
please? Some extreme individuals would include
in that freedom the acceptance and approval of
paedophilia.
As the devil suggests: “Do as thou wilt shall be
the whole of the law”. Should we judge Liberty
by the company it keeps? Meanwhile we ask if
our children are safe in the hands of corrupt and
solacious MPs promoting pornographic movies at public expense, privately run Academy
schools and project “Caressing”.

He cannot see reality, thoughts
clouded by Diversity
And training of an en masse kind,
with focus on ‘Changing the
Mind’.
How it’s changed he has no clue,
‘Make a Difference’ is what he’ll
do.
The mental implant, ‘The Future
Vision’. ‘The Way Forward’ the
mantra’d mission.

Never to question the changing
scene, no idea of what the doctrines mean.
Proudly providing for daily needs,
he has no care where his legacy
leads.
All he knows in the passing hour,
he and the government ‘Have The
Power’.
From : Poor Pensioner, wide
awake.
Jack Straw and the Judges continued
from page 2.
have suffered within the family court
system described as a ‘Gulag’. A reference to the Soviet prison camps where
millions of political dissidents disappeared. In Britain today it is the children that are disappearing.
Straw shows his true colours by describing the child court system in the
following terms: “Family cases can be
conducted in the magistrates’ family
proceedings courts, in county courts,
and in the Family Division of the High
Court. All of those with responsibility for
these proceedings are well-trained and
work to extremely high standards.”
Evidence brought to the UK Column
shows that far from “work(ing) to extremely high standards”, the court system is riddled with corruption. Within
such a system, it is easy for perverts
to ply their trade protected by wigs,
pin striped suits and the police. In reality, the family courts remain closed
(to justice) and only media approved
by Straw’s ‘gate-keepers’ will be admitted. Pray for the little children. The
Courts are of course, profit making
Corporations. £20,000 per child?

State of the Nation 2009
Brian Gerrish update on the present perilous state of Great Britain, now being
dismantled from within. Filmed during the British Constitution Group rally at
Stoke on Trent 24 January 2009. Buy this tremendous DVD, filmed and compiled
by BBC5TV. DVD also contains a film clip on the Police State. These shocking
scenes were to be repeated during the recent
G20 protests.
Hear Brian Gerrish explain how the UK is
being destroyed from the inside, by means of
‘Change Agents’ and a cookoo of a ‘Political Third
Sector’ - now containing over 170,000 ‘charities’
and 1,300 government departments. DVD also
provides more evidence of the political activities
of Common Purpose.
Donation £4.50 inc packing and postage (to UK)
Contact: The UK Column 01752 312743
						
Visit www.cpexposed.com
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Horror as
Cabbage Patch
Prime Minister
caught in headlights
Beware the Lib Lab Con. Want to get rid of all three? And the corrupt Bankers and Judiciary that control them?

DO NOT VOTE FOR ANY OF THE THREE MAIN PARTIES.
Vote for Independents and new Political Parties. Encourage good, honest and moral people to stand for election.
cd advert mailing v2:Layout 1

Everyone knows Brown’s NuLabour is a corrupt, criminal
sham. But David Cameron is
the most dangerous man in politics. Sold in political toy shops
as different to NuLabour and
the Lib Dem dolls, in reality, he
is a socialist ‘Cabbage Patch’
clone.
Politically, David Cameron is dangerous, very dangerous. David Cameron is the
man being put forward by the UK’s political
propaganda machines as Mr Squeaky Clean
- the Tory to overturn the destruction of
Great Britain being carried out by socialist
Brown’s pro EU criminal elite. Nothing
could be further from the truth. Cameron is
more dirty Brown than clean. Surrounded
by the same supranational banking families who have reduced this country to near
ruin, Cameron is a clone, ready to continue
the NuLabour socialist doctrine. And let us
make no mistake, that doctrine is to reduce
Britain to a socialist police state.

A

side from his clear party links with
suspect organisations Common Purpose, the Young Foundation and the Ditchley Foundation [themselves all intimately
linked with the international banking elite],
his political agenda is also created by the
same marxist DEMOS that fed Blair and is
continuing to feed the LabLib Dem party
policy machine. Witness Tory George
Osborne MP, who is now a strong enthusiast of ‘Behavioural Economics’ (economics with applied psychology) and is a keen
speaker at DEMOS events.
The evidence of a cross party socialist political conspiracy is overwhelming,
but like drowning men clutching straws,
the great Tory faithful just cannot accept
that to elect Cameron, is to further the pro
EU pro socialist agenda that will imprison
them.
So blatant is Cameron that he has now
declared that the Tories, if elected, will
spread the Gordon Brown academy system
to Primary Schools. As our article on page
6 exposes, this system is designed to de-

stroy education and the minds of
children. Does he know what he
is doing? Of course he does. - he
even praises Lord Adonis.
Major newspapers such as the
Daily Telegraph have recently
told the public that MPs will get
a 12 week summer break. The
Telegraph blandly continues that
this is due to a lack of legislation coming through parliament.
Former Labour minister Frank
Field is quoted as saying “Week
after week, MPs have been turning up but with almost no serious work to do”. This statement
is a twisted half truth which

10/10/08

11:09

Page 1

Cameron should rip apart. The
simple reason why there is no
legislation coming through parliament is because a tidal wave
of EU generated legislation is
by-passing Westminster, and
being injected directly into our
public sector and the new deviously political ‘Third Sector’.

C

ameron knows only too well
that increasing the summer
break for MPs to three months
is the start of the dismantlement
of Westminster as the soveriegn
parliament of Great Britain.
Cameron also knows that the
sudden interest in MPs expenses

and the proposal to award attendence pay, is a not-so-subtle
ruse to bring MPs remuneration
in line with MEPs.
Why? Because then there
will be no financial animosity
between MPs and their European political bretheren. Cameron
knows that there must be no unwanted attention focused on the
European parliament as it takes
the final steps to hollow out the
political shell of Westminster.
Like rabbits in the headlights,
loyal ‘blue rinse’ Tories stand
frozen as their country is dismantled around them. Far from

protecting the ‘bunnies’, Cameron and his supranational banking chums have their weasely
eyes on rabbit pie.

R

abbits of course love cabbage patches, and that is
why the new underworld order
have chosen a ‘cabbage patch
doll’ to lead the Tories. Cameron
cannot lie about what is happening, as there is no truth in him.
He has been ‘re-framed’ to join
the common purpose, and thus
betray his country and his party.
If you value your country, do not
vote for the LibLabCon.

“The facts you outline about different personalities who stood behind the
European integration process are not much known and I think they should be”.
President Vaclav Klaus, The Czech Republic, July 2008

“THE NAZIS AND FASCISTS WHO FOUNDED THE EUROPEAN
UNION - AND THEIR INFLUENCE TODAY”
ISBN 0-9525110-5-3 £8.00 Recording on cd
of a speech at a public meeting at the Houses of Parliament in February 2008 by

Rodney Atkinson

www.rodneyatkinson.freeuk.com
(Author, Former Ministerial Adviser, past Lecturer at the University of Mainz, Germany)
“NAZI LEADERSHIP OFFICER” BECAME FIRST HEAD OF THE EUROPEAN COMMISSION IN 1957
In the cd “The Nazis and Fascists who founded the European Union”, Rodney Atkinson tells the detailed story of an unmentionable truth – that: “The EU was founded and initially
led by “former” Nazis and Fascists, as was the Charlemagne Prize awarded to Tony Blair, Edward Heath, Roy Jenkins and others for their role in removing democratic sovereignty
from the nation states of Europe.” No wonder, says Atkinson that their influence TODAY has reproduced the policies and structures of 1940s Europe for that is what the fascist among
its founders intended.
Comments on other publications “Atkinson's thorough research and full documentation of the Euro-Elites fine meshed power network. Det ny Notat, Copenhagen. “Records in
convincing, sombre and well researched detail the destruction of the nation state. All who cherish our heritage should buy this book.” Sir Louis Le Bailly, Former Director
General, Defence Intelligence Staff “Atkinson’s awareness of the current dangers is timely and well developed ... an enlightening study.” The Morning Star “Thank you for sending
me your brilliant expose “Fascist Europe Rising” Count Nikolai Tolstoy. “Brilliant” Professor Norman Barry, University of Buckingham “Thank you for your inspiring book”
Vaclav Klaus, President of the Czech Republic “Excellent, fascinating” Nobel Laureate, Milton Friedman “The author has done a superb job in seeking to alert literate people
to the colossal and dangerous impudence of corporate power which has already emasculated elected national legislatures.” The Fourth World Review “A unique and refreshing
defence of liberty” Laissez Faire Books, New York “Closely and cleverly reasoned” Matthew Parris, The Times “As acute, witty and well documented as ever” Encounter
“Brilliantly argued” Financial Times Energy Economist .“Rodney Atkinson's knowledge of European history …. make it hard to see how such qualifications could be readily
surpassed. Any political party would be fortunate in having a candidate of his calibre and substance” Norris McWhirter CBE: I read your book Fascist Europe Rising in the
original. Excellent work. Ljubomir Kljakic, Deputy Minister for Kosovo and Metohija, Belgrade
Recent publications by Rodney Atkinson: This cd (£8) Fascist Europe Rising (£13.00) Europe’s Full Circle (£12) Treason at Maastricht (£11) the cd The British Declaration of
Independence (£6) and books from the 1980s: Government against the people (£10) The Failure of the State (£6) and The Emancipated Society (£10) Post free from Compuprint
Publishing, St Omers House, St Omers Road, Gateshead NE11 9EL
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cording to the visibly discombobulated Chancellor of Disaster, Alexander Darling, his calculations were
premised on the assumption that by
2011 UK will be growing by 3.5%,
thus justifying his projection of a
Public Sector Borrowing Rate of
11.9% of GDP (£140 billion). This
a disastrous figure in itself, even
considering it’s utterly blatant implausibility given the rapid collapse
of the entire planet into deflationary
depression, AT BEST.
By way of illustration as to how accurate this forecast is likely to turn out, let
us consider the numbers that Gordon Brown
projected for the fiscal years from 2009 to
2012 while he was still Chancellor (£30, £28,
£26, £24 billion), which, in a lightening flash
of political hari-kari, has leapt to £175, £173,
£140, £118. We can only assume that his
boss is mightily pleased with his enterprising
successor having managed to find the missing tab in his spreadsheet, the one marked
“REALITY”, cunningly hidden just behind
the “GET ME INTO NO. 10 BEFORE THE
PROVERBIAL HITS THE FAN” one.

The UK Budget
2009 £ £ £ £ £ £
Facts versus Fiction,
or just all fiction darling?
Special Report by Financial Correspondent
John Morton

Budget day has been and gone, and the
Vogonesque interplanetary death squad that is
ZanuLabour have now been called to account
in public for their criminal malfeasance with
the UK public finances. And so, let us deal
with some hard numbers in respect of the
budget itself ;
£189 billion on “social protection” (read:
benefit payments, read: bribes to keep voting Labour)
Raid on employers pension contributions
Increased rate of tax to 50% on earnings
over £150k (the middle class)
Total borrowing over 5 years projected at
£703,000,000,000
Before we even start tearing them apart, these
numbers are, to put it mildly, horrific. But, ac-

But, even assuming that these revised numbers are correct, by 2012-2014, our PSBR
will still be 79% of GDP, a figure more commonly attributed to countries still struggling
to get to grips with advanced technologies
like running water and the internal combustion engine.
And all this is not to even mention that we

are not even half way through sweeping the
“toxic securities” off the balance sheets of
the banking system and onto the government
books. Nobody really knows for sure how
much more “quantitative easing” will be required to shore up the shambles that has been
made of our banking system, but it seems
pretty clear that the first round of cleanup
has more or less bankrupted the country in
one fell swoop, so this is largely an academic
question which future historians, to the extent
that any survive to write about the history of
this period, can debate at their leisure.
So what is next? Well, to start with we
hear that S&P and Moody’s are reviewing
the credit rating on UK sovereign debt and
considering a downgrade. This might make
servicing this gargantuan monstrosity of debt
somewhat difficult, so perhaps this explains
why Mr Darling immediately scurried off
to Washington to “consult” with the IMF, in
preparation for the next phase of the process,
the bailout of the UK Government itself by
the new World Central Bank.
However, rumour has it things are not so rosy
on that front, given the recent brawl that broke
out over who is going to actually provide the
over $1 trillion in IMF Special Drawing Rights
that were reported as the outcome of the recent
G20 meeting. We also hear that the UK government is proposing to arrange private syndicates of investors for purchases of government
debt, to avoid a re-run of the recent failed gilt
auction, which would only serve to accelerate
our rapid descent into bankruptcy and ruin.

www.ukcolumn.org
Naturally, without wishing to sound contrite,
for anyone reading the UK Column, all of
this will have come as no surprise whatsoever. This is largely because rather than taking our eyes off the ball in the middle of the
only game in town – the total and irrevocable
collapse of the entire post-1971 globalized financial and monetary casino - we have been
studiously watching what the left hand of
the political machine is actually doing, even
while the right hand is busy distracting the
country with all manner of cynical spin management techniques like the feigned outrage
over Sir Fred Goodwin’s pension, MPs expenses fiasco and other similar orchestrated
charades. And so, while the political dance
macabre drones on at Westminster, the real
misery begins for the people of the UK, as
the harsh reality of savage austerity and crippling debt begins to hit home in every household across the country.
If we are going to save this country, there
truly is only one solution:
‘The British people must rise up and
refuse to honour this illegal and
illegitimate debt. ‘
The politicians and their pet financial cronies
who saddled this country with their gambling losses must be removed from power,
and prosecuted to the maximum extent of the
law, to set an example to future thieves and
criminals who may be tempted to repeat their
mistakes.

Lies, damned lies and the Bank of England
Many people believe that the Bank of
England is a privately owned corporation. They believe that it’s owned by
the Rothchilds. Neither of these beliefs
is true. The truth is much worse, and
will pain many of us. The story of the
Bank of England is the story of the
British Empire.
The British Empire was never a political
empire. It was always a monetary financial empire, as much a parasite on the
people of Great Britain as the rest of the
world. We need to rethink our idea of the
Victorian British Empire bringing civilisation to the darkest parts of the world.
The Bank of England was originally set
up as a core part of the Empire - making
huge profits from loans to the British East
India Company and other tendrils of the
corporate parasite. The mainstays of the
trading activities of these companies were
drugs, warfare and the looting of raw materials from poverty stricken nations.
As the banker to the Government, the
Bank also did quite nicely from lending
to the Treasury. In those days, the profits of the Bank went into the hands of
the shareholders. In 1844, Rothschild’s
inspired desire to take control of Britain came true with the Bank Charter
Act. This gave the Bank of England the
monopoly on the production of Sterling,
and control of Britain’s money supply.

Act, all the Bank shares were transferred
into the possession of the Treasury solicitor, and there they are to this day. It
remains a corporation, not a government
department.
In 1977, the Bank set up a wholly owned
subsidiary called BANK OF ENGLAND
NOMINEES LIMITED, (BOEN), a private limited company, No. 1307478,
with 2 of its 100 £1 shares issued. According to its Memorandum & Articles
of Association, its objectives are;“To act as Nominee or agent or attorney either solely or jointly with others,
for any person or persons, partnership,
company, corporation, government,
state, organisation, sovereign, province,
authority, or public body, or any group
or association of them….”
Bank of England Nominees Limited was
granted an exemption by Edmund Dell,
Secretary of State for Trade, from the
disclosure requirements under Section
27(9) of the Companies Act 1976 , because, “it was considered undesirable that
the disclosure requirements should apply
to certain categories of shareholders.”

In Northern Ireland and Scotland, where
to this day commercial banks are allowed to print their own money, they
must have one Bank of England note in
reserve for every note of their own that
they issue.

Moreover, the Bank of England is protected from prying eyes by its “Royal Charter”
status and the Official Secrets Act. Just
what have we got here?
In 1998, the final piece of the puzzle
fell into place. In return for fixing the
1997 elections and getting New Labour
into power, the Government enacted the
1998 Bank of England Act, which gave
the Bank’s Court of Directors complete
independence with regard to monetary
policy.

The Bank was “nationalised” in 1946. At
the end of WWII, Britain was bankrupt,
so it was agreed that instead of paying
cash for the shares of the Bank, shareholders would receive 3% Treasury stock
instead. With the 1946 Bank of England

So if we add this all together, we have a
‘nationally owned’ institution which has
the monopoly of the production of the
national currency, and has independent
control of the country’s monetary policy,
in the hands of a Court of Directors who

serve the private banking system
as they have since the Bank was
established.
Think about it. ‘Private banking control of our currency and
monetary policy, fully independent of government.’
When Gordon Brown signed
away government oversight of the
Bank, he committed Treason on a
scale not seen in Britain since the
Heath government took us into
what would become the EU.
Since 1998 we have seen the
Bank rapidly inflate the money
supply, while at the same time
relaxing regulation on how banks
could lend. No longer were banks
required to have cash in reserve

for loans they made. Instead the
vast majority of currency entering
the economy did so as a result of
commercial banks entering some
numbers into a ledger - money out
of thin air, literally.
Working for the private bankers,
the Bank of England set things up
to maximise the returns for their
banking colleagues’ speculative
activities, in the full knowledge
that as a nationalised institution,
it would be the UK taxpayer who
was carrying all the risk, and not,
as would have been the case before 1946, the shareholders.
The Court of Directors is working
for the Anglo/Dutch/Saudi empire
- the still-alive-and-kicking hid-

den hand behind the British Empire of the Victorian age. So it’s
no surprise that the solution they
provide to today’s manufactured
monetary financial collapse is to
print more money. Their aim is to
destroy the last vestiges of British
sovereignty; for a hyper-inflated
and hyper-devalued Sterling to be
replaced by a single, global, currency, under a single world fascist
government. That is the United
Nations - the embryonic New
World Order.
At G20 Gordon Brown announced
the new global currency - to be issued and managed by the newly
reinvigorated IMF. Poppycock?
No. Either we stop it or suffer.
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UKColumn Exclusive: Uncovering the
truth for Madeleine.
• What did happen?
• Why were top level Labour Politicians
and spin doctors involved?
• Why did Gordon Brown make 9
telephone calls?
• Why was the British public denied the
truth?

Madeleine McCann What really happened
to her? And why was
the government so
involved in helping the
McCanns?
Researched by Arthur
Williamson exclusively for
‘UK Column’

M

adeleine McCann was
reported missing by
two Doctors - Gerry & Kate
McCann - at around 10pm
on Thursday 3 May 2007.
This British girl, nearly four,
became a household name and one of the
best-known ‘missing children’ ever. In this
article I examine what is known about her
‘disappearance’ - and unearth some surprising facts about the Labour government’s
involvement in maintaining the belief that
she was abducted. You might ask: why do I
talk about the belief that she was abducted,
when, surely, this is a known fact? I will
explain.
The Portuguese detective inspector who was
in charge of the case for the first five months
was a well-known police officer, Goncalo
Amaral. This man, known to be incorruptible by his colleagues, had previously been
best known for solving one of Portugal’s
most notorious ‘missing child’ cases - that
of 8-year-old Joana Cipriano. Joana’s
mother, Leonor Cipriano, claimed she had
been abducted whilst out shopping. But, as
Amaral and his team discovered through
brilliant detective work, Joana had been
murdered by her mother and the mother’s
brother - Joana’s uncle. Little Joana had
the misfortune to discover the two in bed
together - they had had an incestuous
relationship for some time. The pair were
handed down lengthy jail sentences in 2005.
Amaral was rightly hailed for painstakingly
obtaining the evidence which led to their
convictions. Sadly, it is all too common,
where young children die in the care of their
parents, for them to claim abduction - there
have been hundreds of such cases around
the world in recent years alone.
It was not surprising, then, against this
background, that Amaral did not accept at
face value the McCanns’ initial claim that
Madeleine was abducted. Whilst - contrary
to media reports - he and his team followed up literally hundreds of ‘sightings’
of Madeleine, encouraged by the massive
and world-wide media coverage, Amaral
also carefully followed clues which indi-

cated Madeleine’s disappearance was not
straightforward. There were many contradictions and changes of story amongst the
McCann’s party of holiday friends, known
collectively as ‘The Tapas 9’. For example,
it was initially insisted the abductor had
forced open the shutters to the children’s
room with a jemmy. But forensic evidence
showed the shutters were not forced. It was
later claimed the McCann’s patio door had
been left unlocked. It was alleged that the
abductor must have entered through the
patio door and then, for some inexplicable
reason, picked up Madeleine and climbed
out of the window, opening the heavy shutters as he did so.

A

turning point came when the Portuguese police brought in the highly
recommended British dog handler, Martin
Grime, and his two springer spaniels. Eddie
was trained specifically only to alert to the
scent of a human corpse; while Keela is
a blood-hound who only alerts to human
blood. Eddie, who had never once given
a previous ‘false positive’ in 200 previous
outings, detected the scent of a corpse at four
locations in the McCanns’ apartment, in the
Renault Scenic car the McCanns hired, on
two of Dr Kate McCann’s clothes, a T-shirt
belonging to Madeleine or to her younger
brother Sean, and on the soft pink toy known
as ‘Cuddle Cat’. On top of that, Keela found
human blood in some of the same locations.
This and other lines of evidence convinced
Amaral to make the McCanns ‘arguidos’ suspects – and, in September 2007, call them
in for questioning.
But less than four weeks later, on 2 October
2007, Amaral’s bosses told him that he and
other key members of his team were being
removed forthwith from the enquiry. They
were placed on other duties. One of the
two reasons given was because Amaral had
given an off-the-record briefing to a journalist stating that that the British government

had actively interfered in his enquiry. After
considering his position, Amaral was so
determined that the public should know the
truth about the disappearance of Madeleine
McCann that he resigned from the Portuguese police, giving up valuable pension
rights to do so, in order to write about the
case. His book, La Verdada da Mentira- in
English: ‘The Truth about a Lie” - makes
very clear his view alleging that Madeleine
McCann died in her holiday apartment,
probably whilst the McCanns were out wining and dining.

A

lso of great interest to regular readers
of UK Column are Amaral’s sensational revelations about British government
interference in the case. We already know
something of the extent of this involvement,
for example it is alleged that:
•
As soon as Madeleine was reported
missing, the British Ambassador became
personally involved in backing up the
claim of abduction and ensuring that the
media kept her face in the headlines

•
Dr Gerald McCann spoke to
Gordon Brown nine times in May 2007,
eventually persuading him to ’phone the
Portuguese police demanding they release
a description of a suspect. This description was based wholly on a claim by one of
the McCanns’ close friends to have seen
an abductor - a claim undermined by her
changes of story and widely believed to be
a fabrication
•
There was an almost immediate
appointment of one of the government’s
top media manipulators - Mr Clarence
Mitchell - to act as the McCanns’ chief PR
adviser. Before Madeleine went missing,
his job was head of the government’s notorious Media Monitoring Unit, the heart of
Labour’s web of full-time ‘spinners’. Mr

Mitchell once boasted; “I was the head of
the government’s Media Monitoring Unit.
Forty people work there and their function
is to control what comes out in the media.”

T

o those events, Mr Amaral added
extraordinary details about how government civil servants interfered with the
forensic results of DNA found in blood samples taken from the McCanns’ apartment
and car, resulting in the government-run
Forensic Science Service watering down
an earlier forensic report which had said
that the blood found could only be that of a
dead Madeleine McCann. Not surprisingly,
the McCanns’ lawyers threatened to sue
Amaral over his book, and Amaral reported
that Mitchell allegedly told him: “If you go
ahead and publish your book, you had better
take care”.
Amaral’s book has sold ¼ million copies in his native Portugal. It has already
been translated and published in Danish,
Dutch and Norwegian. An English translation is due to be published this summer.
Then we are likely to learn much about the
real strength of the evidence concerning
Madeleine’s ‘disappearance’ - and about
the high degree of involvement of British
politicians and civil servants in supporting
the McCanns’ claim that Madeleine was abducted, and their efforts to ensure (successfully as it has turned out) that no charges
were brought against the McCanns concerning Madeleine’s disappearance.
Amaral is not alone. British author Tony
Bennet has also written a book giving 60
reasons which suggest that Madeleine McCann was not abducted.
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As we look out of our windows at our nation Great Britain,
more and more people are aware that something is very
wrong. Nothing works. Driven by a media that includes
daily papers, radio and TV we are exposed to a whirlwind
of change, upheaval, confusion. An increasingly chaotic
situation where common sense and reason has been buried.
To many people this situation is inexplicable and increasingly
worrying. They sense things are breaking down, but fail to
understand why and how.
Those who are better informed understand only too
well that the chaos around us is deliberate, planned and
orchestrated. First chaos, and that includes violence on the
streets, then enactment of emergency laws and we will be
locked into a ‘fascist’ police state. Make no mistake, it will
come with all the very nasty attributes of the ‘Third Reich’.
We already have a government prepared to facilitate and
condone torture. We have a parliament riddled with crime,
corruption, fraud, lies and sexual depravity. We have Shadow
Home Secretary Alan Duncan MP, prepared to speak of killing
a women because she believes marriage should be between a
man and a woman. Duncan is not alone in his twisted grubby
views; the rot is cross party - very deep and planned.
As the UK Column has consistently warned, our parliament
in Westminster is being subverted prior to closure, as control
of Britain is passed to the European Union. That control will
be total and include full control of our armed forces. Our
nuclear deterrent is to be neutralised, and this process has
started with the closure of HM Naval Base Devonport and the
transfer of nuclear submarines to Scotland. A nation duped
into seeking ‘independence’ within a fascist EU.
The Fifth Column destroying Britain from within, is a Fabian
LibLabCon. Brown is now outed as an extreme socialist traitor,
and we should be more concerned at David Cameron. A proEU, pro-banker ‘cabbage patch’ clone of Blair, he is tasked
with leading (duping) the loyal Tory supporters to disaster.
Nick Clegg Lib Dem is another. A clone of the supranational
bankers, who have funded our destruction, just as they funded
Bolshevism and the rise of Fascism. Bankers, whom Brown
has been rescued from bankruptcy by your hard earned taxes.
Make no mistake, we are fighting a New Battle of Britain,
and time is getting short.
As in earlier times of crisis, the British like to leave the
awakening ‘till late. Happily the awakening has started and is
growing fast. We now need 1 million loyal rebellious Britions
- of all colours and creeds, to drive awakening forward.
Violence is not necessary. The weapon is Lawful Rebellion.
And that is the power to say NO! to unlawful, corrupt and
immoral rule, by the LibLabCon. Do not give them the power
of your vote. Vote for Independents and new parties.
See our advert page 3 and 4. Please read our exposure of
the threats to schoolchildren and the nation from mental reframing on pages 6 and 13. Read also our exposure of Home
Sectretary Jacqui Smith’s private KGB, the Fixated Threat
Assessment Centre page 2. Jack Straw is already ‘sectioning’
mothers who try and protect their children - Smith will do the
same for those who tell the truth.
Fearful? Don’t be. Join the Lawful Rebellion and act.
Action conquers fear and the truth shall set you free. Our
children are worth it, as are those that fought and died for us.
Brian Gerrish & The New Battle of Britain Team
(Please donate, your generosity allows us to act)

The UK Column
Incorporating the Plymouth and
Devonport Column

Editor: Brian Gerrish &
the New Battle for Britain Group Volunteers
www.ukcolumn.org
Email: editor@ukcolumn.org

Telephone: 01752 312743
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Editorial Comment
‘Just to say ‘thank you’
Isn’t life wonderful when there are ;
People without life-coaching or hypnotic training, not
following any contrived future vision presented as the
way forward by the global elite.
When there are; People who genuinely care for others,
without want of fame or favour.
People who appreciate the contributions made; made
freely with no incentive of gain or reward because they
see that something has to be done for the greater good.
People whose faith will not allow them to veer from the
straight and narrow and who spend time in prayer for
Guidance, Justice, Peace and Protection.
People who willingly give support and strength to
complete the circle of protection.

People whose only commitment is to make the world a
better place, a place where honesty, ethics, good moral
values, truth, respect and safety for future generations
are of paramount importance. If we have these things,
we have trust.
Without trust the future is invisible.
People like these we are so lucky to call our friends,
precious and valuable above any commodity.
So may we take this chance to say ‘thank you’ to you,
our true friends and supporters, who are, with common
sense and selflessness, doing so much to put humanity
back on it’s feet.....
From all of us at the UK Column;
editor@ukcolumn.org

EU to control the internet.

If you would like a letter published, please email it to
letters@ukcolumn.org

County House

12 Sussex Street
Plymouth PL1 2HR
The views of the Column are not
necessarily those of our advertisers.

Frightened that activists can post the
truth and millions can read it, the free internet is at risk because of proposed new
EU rules going through end of April. Under the proposed new rules, broadband
providers will be legally able to limit
the number of websites you can look at,
and to tell you whether or not you are allowed to use particular services. It will
be dressed up as ‘new consumer options’
which people can choose from. People
will be offered TV-like packages - with
a limited number of options for you to
access.
The Internet will be packaged up and
your ability to access and to put up content could be severely restricted. It will
create boxes of Internet accessibility,
which don’t fit with the way we use it
today. This is because the internet is now
permitting exchanges between persons
which cannot be controlled or “facilitated” by the big-brother state, and particularly the police state EU. Demand action
from your expense sleeze MP, and tell
all your friends on the internet and elsewhere. http://blackouteurope.eu/

Advertising Rates & DVDs etc
Colour: Full Page £400, Half Page £200, 1/4 Page £80, 1/8 Page £40
B&W: Full Page £200, Half Page £100, 1/4 Page £50, 1/8 Page £25
Small Ads: £5 - £20. All rates negotiable for genuine campaigners
for Great Britain, good people and those on limited budgets. Ask: you
may be surprised. Government, banks and quangos, and similar, will be
charged outrageously expensive rates as claw back of our taxes. Ask and
you will be surprised.
DVD and CDs available: UK Column and associated campaigners have
a range of DVD’s and videos available. Titles include John Harris Illusion; Margaret Carroll Mouse that Roared; Norman
Dodd The Enemy Within; Albert Burgess Treason Brian Gerrish Stoke
Conference, Edge TV Interview; Alex Jones Interview; 9/11 Reflecting
Pool; David Icke Big Brother Big Picture; Dr Stan Monteith Tax Exempt
Foundation; Bob Bowman The American Constitution, CODEX ALIMENTARIUS Global Food Issues.
Others: Obama Deception; Money Masters; The Corporation; Freedom to
Fascism; Godfathers of the Banking System; Money & Debt and others.
Donations: £2 - £5 Please ring and ask. All donations go to help produce
the UKColumn, videos, talks and fighting for our nation Great Britain.

10.30 am - 2.30 pm

Urgent editorial: 07841 464187
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Shadow Leader of House of Commons threatens
to kill American model Carrie Prejean
Papers reported that Alan Duncan MP jokingly threatened to kill Miss Prejean
because she had dared to say she believed that marriage should be between a
man and woman. Mr Duncan is homosexual and married to his partner James
Dunseath. What a brave woman for speaking her mind. Faced with a choice
between Miss Prejean and offensive Tory Duncan the real lady wins.
Is this a future leader of the House of Commons of whom
Tory David Cameron should be proud?

UKColumn Reader Comment
For a ‘Good Man’ Do Nothing’,
ignorance becomes the vaccines,
the fluoridations, the paedophiles
all of which our children are being
exposed to.
Consequently, ignorance becomes
the evil child abuser.
Strange, when the Government
announced today it is going to print
‘Funny Money’ ,[Quantitive Easing] we, on the same day, are being
asked to ‘Do Something Funny
for Money’. In other words, raise
money for those same children who
are abused through ‘IGNORANCE’
and greed.
We wonder, will Gorden’s nose
turn red? (Or just grow?)
Joan and Derek.

Light hearted but true
Russians put the heart of a bear into a dying
man and now he’s looking for work. The
Chinese put the eyes of an eagle into a blind
man and now he’s looking for work. The
British put a chimpansee into Downing Street
and now 2 million are looking for work.
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ECONOMY, BUSINESS AND THE ENVIRONMENT
Financial report
Having forecast the markets would ‘consolidate’, the bear-market rally of the past
ten days has given shareholders a chance
to lighten their portfolios; - and today may
be your ‘Last Chance Saloon’. Ben Bernanke’s hyper-inflationary monetary measures can only be bad for the bond markets, and good for gold ($931) which, on
Wednesday’s trading, produced a engulfing
bullish candle (if you follow ‘candlesticktrading!). Shares like HSBC (436p) are being sucked to the edge of the waterfall and
could plunge; whereas Randgold at £30 are
a steal, and AngloGold/Ashanti ($37,80)
and many others. I do not have time to go
into the whys and wherefores this morning
(Thursday), but I wanted to post this warning that the rally is over, and to take money
off the table. More over the weekend . . .
Subject: 6,600 holds on the Dow, expect a
technical bounce . . . shares selections do
well (raise any stops) . . . Common Purpose
exposed on BBC 5-live . . . . Cheltenham
starts on Tuesday!
In spite of the Kondratieff Winter being
prolonged by more and more debt burdens
for the investors and the tax-payers of the
world (even the future tax-payers of the
new young generation), we are possibly
approaching a short period of calm. The
Spring equinox often bodes well for the
markets, and after the Dow closed above
the 6,600 support level on Friday, we
might well see a period of consolidation.
Not that there is much out there to encour-

A Call for National Economic
Recovery
“This is preeminently the time to speak the
truth, the whole truth, frankly and boldly.
Nor need we shrink from honestly facing
conditions in our country today. This great
Nation will endure as it has endured, will
revive and will prosper. So, first of all, let
me assert my firm belief that the only thing
we have to fear is fear itself — nameless,
unreasoning, unjustified terror which paralyzes needed efforts to convert retreat into
advance. In every dark hour of our national
life a leadership of frankness and vigor has
met with that understanding and support of
the people themselves which is essential to
victory.” - Franklin Delano Roosevelt, First
Inaugural Address (4 March 1933)
Sometimes, in the course of human affairs,
a crisis becomes so severe, so overwhelming, that the natural tendency of the human
psyche is to retreat into fear and denial.
Today it seems that a veritable cacophony
of confusion, denial, apathy and growing insanity are running riot on all sides
in equal measure as the controlled implosion of society takes hold. There can be no
doubt that, in the words of the poet, these
are indeed the times that try men’s souls,
but we would also be wise to remember the
admonition that “where there is no vision,
the people perish”.
This statement is intended to act as a rallying call to reason, to sanity and to fragile
optimism, in a very dark time which threatens us all with chaos and a breakdown of
civilization if the actions prescribed here-

age too many people back into the markets,
but we could possibly see markets pick up
in the coming days. They will serve as an
opportunity to raise some precious cash by
selling at more reasonable prices, but the
longer term trend is still down. The suggested interests below did well on Friday,
with Randgold closing at 3431 (+170); and
Fresnillo at 394 (+34); Dana at 986 (+17);
and LOIL at 3.48 (+5); and Centamin
(Egypt) up 3% at 51.1/4p. In case gold
($936) decides to take a breather, stoploss
levels need to be raised, while allowing
profits to run.
On the political front, there was an expose
on the so-called charity Common Purpose
on BBC 5-live programme at 7pm this
evening. Their ‘political correctness’ is undermining our institutions, and wreaking
havoc with their anti-democratic agenda
‘beyond authority’, with their technocratic
elite taking control away from us. Soon our
very initiative will be questioned through
a zero-tolerance attitude on Health &
Safety, or anything that might be able to
incur a ‘fine’ (from banking to parking**)
designed to raise funds at the expense of
undermining our sense of goodwill. We
must be wary of their agenda, as well as the
way they raise money at the taxpayers expense. They have been likened to a modern
day Fremasonary, but I would liken them
more to a modern day Mafia hiding behind
‘Chartham House’ rules . . . . . Watch this
space!
Colin Oliver Redgate
in are not taken in the immediate months
ahead.
We urge our readers to send this to their
MP, and clamour for the appropriate action
as if your very life depended on it, because
in all sincerity, it probably does;
Whereas, as a consequence of speculation
in financial derivatives and wholesale fraud
and corruption, the existing international
financial and monetary system of the entire
world is now hopelessly bankrupt and collapsing at an accelerating rate.
Whereas, the collapse of the global financial system represents a mortal threat to the
wellbeing of millions of British people, and
is an existential threat to civilization as a
whole.
Whereas, the ongoing, unrestrained attempts by leading European and American
government institutions to postpone the
collapse of the financial system by means
of hyperinflationary bailout programs of
varying types, is having no effect on the
underlying solvency crisis of the banking
systems of their respective nations.
Whereas, notwithstanding the nature of the
crisis being global, any proposed solutions
must cohere with the interests of the general welfare of the people of this country
and their posterity, and preserving our inherent birthright to self determination and
government by duly elected representatives
of the people, without which no properly
democratic mobilization of the economy
for implementation of the emergency reforms herein proposed were possible.
Hereby, be it resolved that the Parliament

A State of Recklessness
In this piece I have managed to identify for the
reader the glue that binds
the Global Warming &
Tobacco control movements together. It is the
Precautionary principle.
The principle is based on
a German environmental
concept first developed
in the early 1970s called
Vorsorgeprinzip. The precautionary principle has
been used widely in Europe to guide policy makers’ decisions regarding
environmental and health
issues, and it serves as the
foundation of the EU’s
environmental policy.
It was introduced to the tobacco control movement
when Action on Smoking
and Health commissioned
the Services of Remi Parmentier in 2003. Parmentier was the founder of
Greenpeace and his blog
shows his anti-smoking

perspective. http://chezremi.
blogspot.com/search/label/
Tobacco

During research for the
piece I uncovered the
following press extract
which appears to show
how HMG are overplaying the use of the Precautionary principle.
‘You’ve got to show that
civil liberties are protected’ The prime minister
Gordon Bown on terror
detention.
GB was asked:- “Why
are you pushing so hard
with your plans to extend
to 42 days the period in
which a terror suspect can
be held without charge?
Many members of your
own party, the Lib Dems,
the Tories, the DPP, the
former attorney general
are all expressing doubts
if not outright opposition?

of the United Kingdom declares a national
economic emergency and requests that our
Sovereign, Queen Elizabeth II, dissolve
Parliament for the purpose of convening a
general election, such that vital and urgent
proposals for emergency economic reform
be committed to manifesto policy statements and put to the ballot.
Be it further resolved that the Parliament
of the United Kingdom shall approach the
government of the United States of America, for the establishment of a treaty agreement mandating the immediate freezing of
the settlement of all claims associated with
financial derivatives as a necessary pre-requisite to ensuring economic stability during
the phase of transition to a new international financial and monetary system based on
sound underlying economic principles.
Be it finally resolved that the Parliament of
the United Kingdom hereby suspends the
implementation of the Lisbon Treaty, otherwise known as the Constitution for the
European Union, leaving any decision in
respect of continuing such implementation
to the next government.
A general election now in progress, the
public, and their political parties, will be
offered an historic opportunity to engage in
debate and dialogue about the nature of the
economic and political crisis in which we
find ourselves, and the kinds of solutions
that the people of this country would like to
see implemented.
For our part, while the UK Column does
not presume to speak on behalf of what
our political leaders may put on the table
as a consequence of a general election in

He responded:“If you accept that there
may be circumstances in
which you have to go beyond 28 days and if you
accept then as a precautionary principle you should have the
power in legislation to do
so, then what you’ve got
to do in my view is convince people that you’ve
got in place all the protections against the possibility that there could be
arbitrary treatment of the
individual.”
http://www.guardian.
co.uk/politics/2008/...terrorism:
In addition, I discovered
the following book published by Al Gore - Earth
in the Balance: Forging
a New Common Purpose
(Paperback) by Al Gore
(Author)
Hope this helps.
Martin Welsh

the UK at such a time of grave international
crisis, we do note that a recent election in
the United States has ignited a fierce and
partisan war over economic policy in the
context of the legacy of a certain former
president who led America out of their last
great Depression.
We accept that there are a great many
reasons for deep concern about the new
government in Washington, however we
remain cautiously optimistic that the magnitude and intensity of the crisis will force
the Obama Administration to take the drastic measures that we have outlined above
and would therefore be willing to work
with any British Government so inclined to
co-operate and not obstruct the necessary
international reforms.
Are we so wedded to the financial system
that we created and propagated around the
globe in the name of “free trade” - an economic ideology that has now been proven
to be a total and utter failure - or are we
finally ready to grow up and take our place
in the world community of sovereign nation states, ready, willing, and able to play
our part in the mutual development and
progress of all?

Who owns the Bank of England?
Who are the Directors?
Where are the Accounts?
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The Discerning
Christian Column.
A few readers are telling us
that they have, unusually
for them, been experiencing
vivid dreams. We will print
some of these in our Dream
Corner. Have you had a
dream?

It was wonderful to hear
their silvery voices in perfect
tune, like a German chanting
song, but, I think, in English
and I seemed to know the
song but cannot remember
it now.

The Dream

Then the crashing started,
though I could not see, it
sounded like plate glass windows being shattered, twice,
one after the other. Still , the
beautiful singing continued
, all the time accompanied
by the high pitched, musical
sound of the crunch of feet
on the splintering shards of
broken glass.

It was four in the morning when I awoke at the
end of my vivid, disturbing
dream…
I was standing on a hilltop,
in the dark, before a row
of houses. I needed to get
down the hill to go home,
but I felt anxious. Below, in
the valley, I could make out
a crowd of around twenty
young children, who, with
a resounding stomp, stomp,
stomp of marching feet, were
singing.

A lady came out of her
house, I asked her “Will you
call the police?”
She smiled. Even as I spoke I
knew somehow that it was

m“If my people, which are called by my
name, shall humble themselves, and
pray, and seek my face, and turn from
their wicked ways; then will I hear from
heaven, and will forgive their sin, and
will heal their land.”
II Chronicles 7:14

Awake you Sleepy Christians

A

well organized and very powerful conspiracy is establishing a world socialist government in place of the free and independent nations of the world. The United
Kingdom and the United States are the primary targets of assault, having hitherto been
the primary bulwark of freedom in the world.
This satanic plot is increasing in strength and
is nearly complete in its objective to subjugate the entire planet. Because this conspiracy bases its theorems on the philosophies of
men -- the arm of flesh -- it is wrought with
folly, and should it accomplish its aim, it
will bring the entire destruction of the world.
Most of the tribulations prophesied for the
end times will be a direct result of this secret
combination.
While these traitors of freedom employ numerous key methods for accomplishing their
aims, probably their most important objective, to ensure the fruition of their vision
for the world, is to convince the populous
that no conspiracy exists. They know that
if they were found out and indicted, their
plans would be thwarted and they would be
deserving of the death penalty.
The conspirators accomplish this secrecy
through blatant denials, i.e. lies, on the one
hand, which a gullible and slumbering people want to believe; and on the other hand,
through the intimidation and belittling of
those who speak out regarding its existence.
This two-fold approach keeps the masses

pointless, but she went back
inside to do just that.
Someone else was with me
then and I asked ,“What
are they doing down there?
Shouldn’t someone do something?”

I awoke with a profound
feeling that I had just
witnessed something more
sinister than I could ever
remember
The sounds were so loud ,
precise and vivid that I still
feel that this really happened.
K C Merit

from rising up from below, and the men
and women of influence from exposing it
from above. Rare are the instances of men
or women of stature in society who are willing to risk their credibility by taking a direct
stand against the conspiracy. Because the
conspirators control the wealth and power of
this world, and because wealth and power are
venerated by our culture, few dare utter a word
against these criminals of the darkest hue.
Meanwhile, on the other end of the spectrum,
the honorable people of the world, whose
religions call upon them to be a light to the
world, are supposed to be building and sustaining the kingdom of God on earth, which
by very definition is a system of free government. Furthermore, part of their covenantal
duty is to protect those standards of government from “all enemies, foreign and domestic,” especially as embodied by this global
conspiracy. To do otherwise is to capitulate
to the enemy -- an act of treason in itself. Included in this obligation to defend freedom
is the imperative duty to identify and expose
secret combinations as they arise. This is
an inseparable part of being “a light to the
world and the saviors of men.”

T

The eyes say it all; the eyes are
the window to the soul.

A lady’s voice replied with a
somewhat sad and wry tone,
“There is a Teacher with
them” !

herefore, as we now observe this conspiracy so close to obtaining its objective
of world government, in asking ourselves the
question, “Why have they been able to succeed so completely?” we have to take a look
at the general failure to awake to a sense of
our awful situation and take a stand for freedom. Those of us, which includes all of us to
some degree, who were called upon by God
to be watchmen on the tower to awake and
alert the people, have neglected our duty:
which is essentially an act of treason and a
betrayal of the people we were supposed to
be shepherding, and hence a betrayal of God,
who gave us this trust. Because of our duty to
be a light to the world, we were in a position
to oppose this conspiracy in its earliest stages

Have you seen a cycle route marker
like the one above. Be discerning it is occult. Who designed it?
Who erected it?

and hence facilitate its removal at its earlier,
less malignant stages. Because we have all
but failed in this duty, we are most responsible for the enemy’s success and will have to
answer accordingly. The more leadership God
intrusted us with and the more we neglected
that duty, the more guilty we are of enabling
this secret combination to get above us.

S

o now, as we stand at the threshold of
the full realization of these humanistic
globalists’ plans, and the light of freedom
flickers its last spurts of life, the question is,
“What do we do now?” It is clear that a reversion to arms alone could never be sufficient
to withstand the armaments being amassed
by the New World Order’s conglomeration
of the various member nation’s militaries, including those of the U.S. and G.B. -- indeed
the latter now becoming a primary instrument of the military arm of the United Nations. Furthermore, the conspirators not only
have the physical weapons of warfare, they
also have occult spiritual powers because of
their league with Satan.
The only way this beast is going to be
overthrown before it destroys the world is
through an act of God -- through his miraculous intervention. The only way God is going to come through in this way is if there
is sufficient broken heartedness and faith on
our part. God is going raise an army of men
and women who will be able to call upon his
powers to intervene and bring victory. This
will not be through the use of arms, though
some may be called upon to use those means.
It will be through miraculous protection:
moving mountains, changing the course of
rivers, holding back armies, healing the sick,
raising the dead.
Coming to this level of faith and exercising of the power of God requires of one to
first prove himself valiant in the testimony

Tony Blair, the bliar, the man who started unlawful wars in Iraq and Afghanistan, the man who helped cover-up the
truth of Dr Kelly’s death, the man who is
peace envoy of the Middle East, and now
the man bringing all faiths together with
the Tony Blair Faith Foundation. Working together with Interfaith Youth Core,
Blair is now using young people within
a leadership programme to achieve
Millenium Goals. A one world church
of satan? In the meantime he is pressing
the Pope to accept sodomites, stating that
the Bible and Leviticus cannot be taken
literally. Without the inspired word of
God we build on sand. His corrupt government continues to cover up the fate
of children snatched from their parents,
many trafficked and sodomised within
Social Services. Pray for Tony Blair.
of Jesus Christ. The circumstances that we
find ourselves in now, ironically, are ideal
for proving valiancy. Tremendous courage is
required to stand up for truth at this juncture.
So successful has the conspiracy been in
converting the masses to their way of thinking, that anyone who speaks the truth is now
viewed with great disdain. This creates the
perfect opportunity to stand valiantly before
God. It is about time we had more people
taking a stand and not worrying about what
their family will think, or what their church
leader will think, or their wife, or their neighbor, or their best friend. Standing alone with
God is a prerequisite for the exercising of
His powers.

N

ow; here is the punch line. The most
subtle and effective impediment is
that too many of us place more trust in our
church than we do in God. With a religious
fervor falsely ascribed to God, we make the
brethren of the church the infallible ones instead of God. Why can’t we see that it is the
churches that have capitulated to Satan and
allowed this conspiracy to get above us? If
we trust in a church institution, we will fall
with the fallen institutions when the day of
vengeance comes. There is only one sure
foundation, and that is Jesus Christ. God is
about to take us the next quantum leap forward, and the new wine he is preparing will
not fit in the old bottles, which are about to
burst. It is time to take a stand for God and
freedom. Let’s do it.

Your brother in Christ, Finn Hagan
Dedicated to the watchmen of Britain and
America...
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Academy Schools

Revitalised Education or
Sinister Programming of Children?
The Government
‘reframing’ programme
in Academy Schools.
Exclusive research:
UKColumn reporter Caz Adelaide

S

omething nasty is at work in
education. Billed as a radical
NuLabour rethinking of how to
educate children, 47 schools are
to be run as privately sponsored
Academies with international
corporations such as weapons
giant Vosper-Thornycroft.
In a political twist, Tory Leader
David Cameron has now said that
if elected, the Tories will extend
the NuLabour programme to Primary Schools. Cameron seems
desperate to further the academy
programme of Lord Adonis, Labour nee Lib Dem socialist, in yet
another example of the continuation of policies in the LibLabCon
one party state.
International children’s charity
ARK, ‘Absolute Return for Kids’,
is the major player in academy
schools, and is introducing some
interesting areas - Future Leaders,
Extended Schools, ARK Academies, and ‘Focused academic and
Behavioural support for year seven
pupils.’

It now has six academies open
across London. The first, Burlington Danes in Hammersmith & Fulham, opened in September 2006.
King Solomon in Westminster and
Walworth in Southwark, opened in
September 2007. Globe Academy
in Southwark, Evelyn Grace Academy in Lambeth and Ark Academy in Brent, opened in September 2008. ARK has plans for three
further academies in Birmingham,
Portsmouth and Redbridge - they
seem unstoppable.
To date, ARK academies have enrolled more than 3,000 pupils, and
by 2012, they aim to have opened
12 academies across the UK, and
to have enrolled around 10,000 pupils.
Contracts sighted by UKColumn
researchers indicate that after the
first year of government set curriculum, ARK, and other academy
schools, will be able to set their
own curriculum. This appears to
provide an ‘open door’ for a range
of new teaching techniques and
subjects.
‘Execution Ltd’ and the
‘Dream Mill’: Looking after
children?
ARK itself is getting funding to
support this programme from

‘Execution Ltd’ who ‘felt that this programme fitted in well with the Trust’s
focus’. Another organisation, ‘The
Dream Mill’, researches the behaviour
change of the participants in the associated ‘Teens & Toddlers’ programme the names themselves should give most
parents nightmares.
Our research has undercovered a trail of
worrying “new initiatives” in schools,
particularly those associated with the
new NuLabour ‘Academy’ schools programme. Initiatives range from regular
‘counselling’, to unspecified ends, to
the sexualisation of children.
In the background, the UK Column is
finding reference to The ‘No Outsiders’
project, being run by Dr Elizabeth Atkinson at Sunderland University. This
is about ‘challenging homophobia’ and
‘challenging heteronormativity’. For
those readers unsure of this ‘psychobabble’, to challenge heteronormativity is to challenge heterosexual activity
as the norm for society.
Dr Atkinson and others provide advice
on ‘Addressing Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual
And Transgender Equality In Primary
Schools, together with books for use in
Primary and Early Years Settings’.
For those readers who cannot believe
that children are to be taught that heterosexuality is not normal, they should
know that Kwabena Peat 54, a teacher,
was recently suspended for challenging
this statement during ‘Diversity’ training at his school.
Further evidence on the future for our
children, inlcudes the teaching of eugenics, or selective breeding. This is being
done through a number of initiatives including ‘creative dance and drama’.
So that there is no understanding, the
Department for Children, Schools
and Families under the questionable
hand of Ed Balls MP, fully approves
of ARK, heteronormativity training
and Neuro Linguistic Programming of
children.
Another emerging programme is called
‘Project Caressing’. It encourages children and adults to discover gentle and
loving communication through touching. This sounds innocent until put into
context with other programmes being
pushed forward.
‘Children: Our Ultimate Investment - but whose investment?
Alongside ARK, key players in the
creation of the new ‘psycho’ education agenda for children includes yet
another mysterious charity ‘Children:
Our Ultimate Investment’, or COUI
for short.
Registered in UK, No 1099782, COUI
was first established in the United
States in 1977 by Laura Huxley, wife

May 2009
of Aldous Huxley, author of ‘Brave
New World’. Their website describes a 6 point plan.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Prelude
To
Conception
(Teens & Toddlers)
Conscious Conception
Reverence for Life
O Nobly Born!
Meeting the World
Project Caressing

The jargon is difficult to keep up
with, and many would say provides a smokescreen to cover the
real nature of this sinister mental
‘re-framing’ of children.
Consentrated Counselling for
Children
‘Teens and Toddlers’ state clearly
on their website that they undertake one-one confidential counselling, and intend to have two
counsellors in every school, each
offering 5-6 counselling sessions
per day. If these are permanent
staff, this amounts to 50 counselling sessions every week, in every
school. We ask if this is normal?
The organisation goes on to say
that they will recruit, orientate,
manage and supervise the Counsellors placed in the school. “We
would generally recommend two
counsellors are placed per school,
each offering a day of five or six
counselling sessions.”
COUI will negotiate with each
school in what way client and parental consent is gained. Should a
parent wish to be involved in their
child’s counselling, they are welcome to meet with the counsellor
to discuss their child’s situation
(taking in to account the clientcounsellor confidentiality agreement), occasionally it may be
beneficial for the counsellor to offer a session with child and parent
where communication problems
would benefit from a mediating intervention. Notice it is COUI who
will ‘recruit, orientate, manage
and supervise’, and will ‘negotiate
with each school’. But why is this
counselling needed?
Extraordinary things can happen
in counselling sessions as described in the book ‘The Franklin
Cover-Up’, by John W. DeCamp
page 154.......... “author Steve
Bowman....discovered as he interviewed Boys Town graduates,
that King’s activities there were
scarcely anomalous.
“You would keep hearing the same
thing, over and over again,” Bowman said of the graduates, many of
whom were homosexually involved
with Larry King. “They would invariably say, ‘I first discovered my homosexuality during counseling at Boys
Town.”
ARK funds COUI, ‘Teens and
Toddlers’ and the ‘Sustainability Replication Programme’. ARK
also sets the programme targets.
Funding from the Esmee Fairbairn
Foundation enabled COUI UK to
hire a full time Research Officer

13
for three years to evaluate the
efficacy of the Teens & Toddlers
project. Further funding includes:
£260,000 Jack Petchey Foundation, £25,000 Equitable Charitable Trust, and £10,000 from the
Charles Hayward Foundation.
For parents still unsure as to the
identity of ARK and their real
agenda, we can reveal ARK is:
“an international charity whose
purpose is to transform children’s
lives. Founded in 2002 by a group
of leaders in the alternative investment industry, pooling their skills
and resources to improve the life
chances of children, ARK delivers high social returns on philanthropic investment.”
ARK and Big Bankers
Behind this laudable sounding
front is a team of international
bankers and hedge fund operatives.
No worries there then. Big names
include Goldman Sachs, EIM, International Asset Management,
Marshall Wace Asset Management, Financial Risk Management,
SG Warburg & Co, AIG Financial
Products, Citicorp and Deutsche
Morgan Grenfell. The team claim
to have experience managing £ billions for “sophisticated Instutional
Investors world-wide.”
But there is more psycho-babble
on the way courtesy of Dept Children, Schools and Families as
seminar topics at Exeter University show:
“What sorts of border work (Thorne,
1993) do children and teachers engage in as they work (consciously
or subconsciously) to maintain the
heterosexual matrix and keep the
body in its place; and what shifts
and negotiations does this border
work require?

How might we create primary
classrooms where gender-queer
bodies and queer sexualities (for
children and teachers) are affirmed and celebrated?
What would it take to teach
queerly?”
Meanwhile in ‘The Farm Revealed’, a Channel Four Programme for schools in 2007,
students were instructed to read
Galton, the founder of the British Eugenics Society. Eugenics of
course, form the basis of selective
breeding and the nazi Aryan race.
The Ludus Dance company, funded
by ‘The Wellcome Trust’ and ‘Department for Children, Schools and
Families’, has also toured the UK
in the past few years with the proeugenics performance ‘Perfect Eugene’.
The biblical ARK saved Noah and
his family. Our children in David
Cameron and Ed Balls’ academies
are not likely to be so lucky.
Parents need to ask questions and
fast. They also need to say No!
to academies, and loudly. Lobby
your MP.
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- Disaster.
‘EU to Control UK Military.’
Defence Matters

“Another crash in the
sub-prime market?”
Caption courtesy of Pete Liverpool

Buoyed up, or perhaps not, by French president Sarkozy’s suggestion that a British aircraft carrier
should head up a European naval task force, the Royal Navy was recently on collision course with
the French in the Bay of Biscay. In what appears to be an unbelievable episode of incompetence and
poor planning, Britain’s nuclear deterrent submarine HMS Vanguard, was towed back to port for
repairs after collision with the French nuclear submarine Le Triomphant, in February this year.
Many national newspapers were confused about the incident and how it should occur. They swallowed the official line that these submarines are so quiet they could not detect each other. This is
nonsense as both vessels are designed to detect other submarines however ‘quiet’. NATO Nuclear
submarines generally operate on a separation system either by depth or geographic area to ensure
there is no risk of collision; much as the system for civilian air control operates on height and geographic separation. The sub-surface safety rules are particularly onerous for the safe operation of
nuclear deterrent submarines. The French have historically refused to co-operate. Vive la EU!
Now pro EU David Cameron contines LibLabCon policies by threatening not to update Trident.

Betrayed! The truth finally surfaces.
HM Naval Base Devonport is to be closed,
Nuclear Submarine refitting is to be moved to
Scotland by 2015; yet Scotland is heading for
independence.
What’s the government plan? Simply to wipe
England off the map, and remove UK
maritime nuclear capability in accordance with
EU strategy, under the
‘Maritime CHANGE Programme’.
And British Armed Forces are to be put under
Command of the EU.
According to Europe Minister
and Fabian Caroline Flint
every operational unit of the
British Army, the Royal Navy
and RAF will be on offer as part
of an EU ‘force catalogue’.
She further added: ‘We are
prepared to provide all our
forces that are suitable for operations within the EU level of
action.’
As other national newspapers
have reported, this suggests
that the entire Army, Navy and
RAF will be put at the EU’s
disposal - with the likely exception of Trident submarines
carrying Britain’s nuclear deterrent missiles.
The EU is already presing
ahead with a 60,000-strong, joint
EU military reaction force to
police the world’s trouble-spots.
This is clearly the first step to
a wider integrated EU military
system - an idea recently taking
a step closer by the creation of

an EU anti-piracy force.
Recently appointed as Minister for Europe, Flint was previously Parliamentary Private
Secretary to such shoddy Labour ministers as Dr John Reid,
in his capacity as Leader of the
House and Minister without
Portfolio/Labour Party Chair
(2002-3), and before that Peter
Hain in his capacity as Minister of State at the DTI and FCO
respectively. Such devious and
unreliable ministers stand her
in good stead for backing the an
EU with no audited accounts.
Whilst watching the EU orchestrated destruction of Britain’s armed forces, Mrs Flint
drawls out the normal platitudes in public during the Royal
Bitish Legion parade in Edlington..” Once a year we come together to remember and honour
those who through loyalty their
country paid the ultimate price
in the service of our nation and

to protect the freedoms
we cherish.
“We must never forget
those who gave their
lives in the great wars of
the first part of the 20th
century, but we also
honour the brave men
and women who have
lost their lives or have
been injured in subsequent conflicts including the Falklands, Iraq
and Afghanistan.
“Our armed forces deserve the support they
receive on this day and
everyday from a grateful nation.”

Presumably she means
by this, the closure of
Devonport, the largest
naval base in Europe, and a
cornerstone of our maritime
and national defence.
As Minister for Europe, Mrs
Flint will be fully aware that
at the same time Labour
pushes our nuclear submarines and refitting knowhow
north of the border, Scotland
is edging closer to ‘independence’ within the EU.
Should Scotland break away
from the Union, then England will have been stripped
of its nuclear submarines
and maintenance capability.
To deliberately undermine
and destroy the armed forces of this nation is treason.
Presumably Mrs Flint is
aware of this? The Maritime
CHANGE Programme says
it all. ‘Change’ is Fabian
LibLabConEu policy for the
destruction of UK.

1984 and Labour MP Neil Kinnock starts the deceit
about the future of Devonport Naval Base.
Following the leaks that Devonport Dockyard is to be closed by Gordon Brown’s NuLabour sham parliament, the UK Column has received a document showing the extent
of Labour’s betrayal of the Devonport workers and the people of Great Britain.
In his ‘Message to the workers of HM Dockyard Devonport.’, dated 1984, Neil Kinnock stated.....”The skills and sense of duty of the workers of HM Dockyard Devonport
have been and are of great value to the British
people. Now irresponsible Government policies jeopardise your future.”.......
			
he continues....
”In opposition the Labour Party has vigorously opposed the Levene proposals. We will
of course continue to do so. In government
we will reverse privatisation at the earliest
opportunity. We are committed to “Maintaining the Royal Dockyard as an essential,
dependable national asset”, and “sustaining a strong effective navy, which we need
for our own defence, and in order to fulfil
our role in the Eastern Atlantic.”
Backed by a constant denial from local Labour MPs Linda Gilroy and Alison Seabeck,
and lately Bob Ainsworth, that Devonport
Dockyard was to be closed, Gordon Brown
has been able to once again betray the British people with lies and spin. But why should
they all do this? The answer is simple. The EU ‘Maritime CHANGE Programme.’
Kinnock, Blair, Brown, Gilroy and Seabeck, and the bulk of Westminster MPs know
only too well, that under European Union integration plans, UK is to be broken up into
separate countries (Scotland, Wales and England) and our military power disassembled.
The Europeans are particularly keen that our vital navy is neutralised. England itself is to
be broken into ‘regions’, each accountable to Brussels for everything from foreign policy
to trade. This process is now well advanced, and readers can determine the facts for
themselves, by requesting policy documents from each Regional Assembly and Regional
Development Agency. The EU is dividing us against each other.
But Labour has more disasterous news for Devonport, Plymouth and UK. It is understood that the Royal Navy training base at HMS Raleigh Torpoint Cornwall, is also to be
closed. Whilst Portsmouth will pick up some of the training role, it has emerged that triservice training in South Wales is to be increased, under a military training centralisation
programme totally in line with the slow but creeping creation of a single European military control structure. Meanwhile Labour denials and the treason of Lisbon, continues to
stalk the lofty halls of power. Join the lawful rebellion and evict them.

EU destroys Britain’s Space programme - see Black Arow Feature page 17.
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LETTERS and EMAILS.........We are pleased to publish letters & emails sent directly to the UK Column and those also copied to us by the writer.
Free Energy
The way the system is set up we either have to let
the crash go through or expand the war. No sooner
the war stops the crash returns. The crash is no
ordinary crash it brings all the empire of debt down
to ground zero and system has to be re-booted. Crash
means no national health, no social security and no
means of defense in the manner we currently understand it.
I posted the following link last night which you
may find it interesting:
The word Apocalypse according to Wikipedia
means “lifting of the veil” is a term applied to the
disclosure to certain privileged persons of something
hidden from majority of humankind. Today the term
is used to represent the end of the world which again
really means that religion is trying to scare us into
believing Armageddon superstition. If it all everhappens it would have been willed into existence by
religious fools..
If Mayan Prophecy is viewed in context of “lifting
of the veil” they may well be correct. As we are again
back in the days of Galileo and this time round the
financier interests are blocking the advancement of
“Free Energy From The Vacuum”. Sounds far fetched
--listen to the link from sky news Australia :http://
magneticelectricity.org/
If this is not proof enough please listen to Thomas
Beardon, of http://cheniere.org , how the science of
Electrical Engineering has been hijacked and subverted for the past 100 years or more.
I quote T Beardon as follows:
“There has been a very deliberate suppression of
overunity systems (i.e., COP>1.0, using excess free
energy taken from the vacuum) since 1892, when J.

Sustainable Communities
Act
The Sustainable Communities Act
is now law. It was promoted by
MP’s from all three main parties.
On demand of residents of any
local authority, the local authority
is obliged to contract in and put
the requirements of the Act into
practice.

P. Morgan elicited Lorentz to modify (cripple) the
Heaviside equations, which were to be used in setting
up the model for what was to be a new subject and
technology, electrical engineering, which was then to
be taught in all the universities.
Lorentz “borrowed” some previous work by
Lorenz (without the “t”) and used it to deliberately
symmetrize the Heaviside equations so the new EE
technology being set up to be taught in the universities would not ever contain free energy and overunity
COP systems.
In short, the High Cabal had electrical engineering
itself deliberately mutilated and crippled just prior
to its very birth. Hence all our EEs have been taught
to think, plan, design, develop, and deploy only selfsymmetrizing EM system -- so that electrical power
systems will always be requiring us to consume fuel
etc.
So we do not even teach or apply Heaviside’s original vastly reduced subset of Maxwell’s theory, much
less Maxwell’s original theory! Instead, we teach
and apply the deliberately mutilated and crippled
Heaviside-Lorentz model which produces only selfsymmetrizing EM systems self-enforcing COP<1.0.
This deliberate mutilation and crippling of electrical engineering is the real and single cause of the
world energy crisis, of our dependence on oil, and of
much of the pollution of our biosphere in the electric
power-producing processes and energy processes.”
rest of the article continues at:
http://cheniere.org/correspondence/021109.htm
As the Mayans predicted the “veil is about to be
lifted” and it will change the world for ever and looking back 100 years from now this age may well look
like stone age.
Navid

tive sounding concept but it is in
reality United Nations Agenda 21
Sustainable Development, an antihuman agenda to micro-manage
humanity in all countries of the
UN system. Prevention of climate
change is also on the agenda, even
though we have more and more
evidence that climate change is
largely driven by factors out of the
control of mankind.

The SCA is promoted by ‘Local
Works’ which is associated with
Charter88, a Fabian Society front
organisation operating out of 6
Cynthia Street, London. That address is associated with Marxists
or at least with ‘former Marxists’.

I believe that the significance of
the SCA maybe slipping under the
radar of many people. I believe
this act to be part of an agenda to
further collectivism via environmental concerns.
The American editor of the
Moscow Daily World, the Communist Carl Bloice, an associate
of Mikhail Gorbachev is quoted
in Dr Stan Monteith’s ‘Sustainable
Development Syllabus’ as saying
something like’The environmental
agenda promises to bring more
people into our orbit than the
peace movement ever did’ .
A surprising raft of sponsors
many, inherently conservative,
support the SCA including the
Women’s Institute, the Countryside Alliance, Campaign for Real
Ale. There are also trade unions
and little known organisations
such as the Black Environment
Group. I fear that some of these
groups may be ignorant of the real
agenda of the SCA.

Towards the bottom of the list
of the SCA’s objectives comes
‘sustainable development’, a posi-

The United Nations Agenda 21
Sustainable Development is explained in a booklet from Freedom

Consultation of the Local Works
website www.localworks.org will
supply details. The SCA is sold
on active support of local communities and has extra ‘teeth’ which
phoney ‘consultations’ lack. Local authorities must provide more
information than heretofore.
The SCA purports to support local
communities by, for example,
safeguarding their Post Offices from closure. It promises to
support local jobs and indeed it
pushes the idea of charging supermarkets rates on their vast out-oftown car parks with the objective
of supporting local business in the
High Street.

Advocates. It can be downloaded.
Dr. Stan Monteith of Radio Liberty in California has compiled
his Sustainable Development Syllabus. We have some CD’s of this
if anyone would like one.
The SCA appears to have been
promoted and packaged in a very
sophisticated way by an
organisation associated with
the Fabian Society. The Fabian
Society has a long history of using
front outfits to push their agenda.
I believe that we should be very
wary of the SCA.
Robert Theobald
Campaign for Independent Britain

Call for an end to police
bonuses
Excerpt from article posted on www.
thisisplymouth.co.uk
Saturday, January 24, 2009, 19:55

“The head of one of the UK’s
largest police forces today called
for bonuses paid to senior officers
to be scrapped.
It came as it was revealed Devon
and Cornwall’s senior police officers were paid £20,000 in performance-related bonuses.
Greater Manchester Police Chief
Constable Peter Fahy wants an
end to the Chief Officers’ Bonus
Scheme, which costs some authorities up to £190,000 a year.
He said: “The bonus scheme was
part of a pay deal imposed on
chief officers to introduce a per

Comment from Jersey
following the arrest of
Senator Syvret; the man
calling for the truth over
the Jersey Care Home
investigation
April 16th 2009 – letter posted to
JEP website and UK Column.
Naturally, taking into account
the fact that that most of our States
Members haven’t the ability to go
out and earn half their salary in
the private sector, and as such, do
little more than sit around with
their heads planted so firmly up
their backsides, that we end up
with such jaded politicians who
can only make headlines by publically refusing to attend a special
States sitting in order to discuss
the legality or illegality of Senator Syvret’s recent arrest - so take
the money and run! The issue
here is not about Senator Syvret
and whether or not one likes his
political position, style or how he
chooses to expresses himself. The
issue at stake concerns our civil
liberties, and the very fact that
they are under attack and being
stealthily dismantled from within.
It’s time that some of our sleepy
and not so bright States Members, began to wake up and understand that their primary duty
in the job is to protect life and our
FREEDOMS. To do that, they had
better start putting some effort
into first reading, more thoroughly, the small print in the propositions that are brought before them,
before lazily passing them into
laws that are designed in large to
suit the hidden “Common Purpose Agenda” of a growing mafia of over-paid Civil Servants!
(see Brian Gerrish video - http://
cpexposed.com/archive/videos.
php?video=state_of_the_nation)
In the case of Senator Syvret’s
arrest, the issue that must be dealt
with lies in the difference between the words “Reasonable ”
formance related element to their
work.
“Many chief constables profoundly disagreed with this because
achieving the bonus might introduce an element of personal interest in how police policies were
implemented. Also, whenever
a target is achieved it is usually
because many members of staff
have been involved in the effort.
“No-one does policing because of
the money.”
He added: “Personally I would
prefer that the bonus scheme was
replaced with a basic pay package
in line with other chief executives
in the public sector.”
Timothy Brain, Chief Constable
of Gloucestershire Constabulary
refuses to accept the extra money,
a force spokesman said.
Simon Reed, vice-chairman of the

and “Probable” when written and
enacted into Law concerning the
Search and Seizure powers given
to policing. This is the problem
that our States Members must
revisit, readdress and revised in
our States Assembly as soon as
possible, to ensure and guarantee
that all Island Citizens are free
from any form of “Unreasonable”
search and seizure”. (The word
‘Reasonable’ has broad interpretive parameters and as such, may
become open to police misuse,
especially by senior, MATRIX
trained, police officers)
Many of our recently enacted
laws concerning police procedure (e.g.. 29 PPCE and 39), were
sleepily passed through the States
Assembly, having been stealthily
designed so as to only require and
use a loose interpretation of what
is reasonable when applying for
a search warrant citing “Reasonable Cause”. Rather than taking
the time to ensure that a far higher
level of protection be provided by
demanding clear evidence to show
“Probable Cause” before any warrant to search and seize be issued.
(Best example: the Forth Amendment US Constitution)
Today, much anxiety is being
caused throughout British society
by the emerging dark side of law
enforcement, the proliferation of
surveillance, DNA data bases and
the general grab for unprecedented power by bureaucratic Government Agencies, by motivating and
frightening people into accepting
unneeded laws and costly regulations, all in the name of “National
security” and “Fighting Crime”
– thereby undermining our traditional values and freedoms rather
than allowing us to rely upon
them. In short our overpaid police forces are beginning to get
out of control. They are being incentivized to make criminals out
of whom ever they can find, and
make headlines by whatever easy
targets they can hit, rather than
politely getting out there on their
flat feet to deter crime.
Jersey Resident.
Police Federation of England and
Wales, said: “In principle, this is
not an issue when chief officers
make a demonstrable difference
to the force itself and the service
provided to the public, particularly if it is an under-performing
force that needs reorganisation.
“We do, however, take issue
when bonuses are awarded, based
on the performance of other people, which further exacerbates the
target-driven culture that we are
trying to eradicate.”
Bonuses are dependent on chief
officers’ Performance Development Reviews and their contributions to force performance
in achieving national and local
objectives. Chief constables can
receive bonuses worth up to 15%
of their salary, deputy chiefs up to
12.5% and assistant chiefs 10%.”
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Leadership, Life Coaching, NLP, Behavioural,
Diversity and Sensitivity Training:

Why nothing works in Britain anymore.
In political speeches, and government, and public sector documents,
we keep seeing constant reference
to the word ‘CHANGE”. Social,
political and educational change
alongside personal change. In fact,
the general public is being bombarded with ‘change’ messages in
newspapers, radio, and TV. Usually
the nature of the change is not defined, nor are the media techniques.
In tandem with change, we are also
seeing a proliferation of life coaching and leadership training. These
advertise empowerment, fulfillment
and change in our personal lives - all
for the better of course. Neuro Linguistic Programming NLP, is an increasing part of these programmes.
Generic names include Leadership,
Life Coaching, NLP, Behavioural,
Diversity and Sensitivity Training, Hypnotherapy and Psychotherapy. There are many more.
Despite the explosion of ‘leadership’ training to help us achieve a
‘better’ society, we are seeing an
obvious decline in the competence
and efficiency of our government
and public sector. So much so that:
‘nothing works in Britain any
more’.
Common Purpose, IdEA, Local
Government Association and rash of
many others, are pumping leadership
and change programmes into the
public sector. But what do they really
do? And are they really making our
life better? A look out the window
shows things getting worse.
NLP is about the way you use your

brain (neuro), how you communicate with yourself and others using verbal and non-verbal language
(linguistic), and how your behaviour is a result of the programmes
you are running in your mind (programming). Even though seductive
brochures claim otherwise, NLP is
also hypnotism, implanting ideas
through suggestion, through patterns
of speech – anchoring emotions
and forcing thoughts. What should
alarm the general public is that the
effects of NLP on the subconcious
cannot be fully predicted, and there
is a risk of mental problems arising
from the use of this insidious mental re-framing. The risk of adverse
effects increases as the number of
NLP training sessions increases, but
even one session can trigger lasting
mental and personality changes.
A highly experienced hypnotist, Dr Jeremy Wheeler, now writing about the
risks of NLP and similar techniques,
warns: Hypnosis of any form is trepass
into another’s consciousness.
It is not a natural state of relaxation.
The subconscious mind is irrational
and illogical. It is easy to misinterpret suggestions.....so how can it be
safe.
You cannot know what is happening to you as the training targets
your subconscious.
Under a skilled practitioner you
have surrendered your mind to the
control of another.

DEMOCRACY in Britain?
Only the GULLIBLE think we have it!
Nothing in the land is more important than the hearing of
Election Petition M330/08 in
BRADFORD CITY HALL
at 10.30a.m. Wed. 6th May 2009.
‘DEMOCRACY’ (in the unlikely form of one solitary World
War II veteran), is taking on the whole of Police State Britain.
He does so in memory of his brave young shipmates who
gave their lives in World War II, but have been so badly
betrayed by the Nu-Nazis of the
Blair Brown Cameron Regime.
If you have any regard for those who fought & died in WW
II, you MUST be there.
The (so-called) ‘News Media’ have imposed a total blackout on information about this hearing. Only those able to
attend will learn of
the criminal methods
used to silence election candidates in Britain.

For more, telephone 01274 541 213
or email enscarth@hotmail.com
Please pass this on.

A skilled operator can get a person
to do anything.

training techniques are best for
their pupils.

The more sessions, the greater the
danger.

You will need to ask Ofsted direct
to enquire about their policy on
the subject and they can be contacted on: www.ofsted.gov.uk”.

Any cure by hypnosis is generally
temporary and different conditions
can surface.
Dr Wheeler points out in his book
“Insights and Confessions of an
English Hypnotist”, many other
dangers associated with hypnotherapy, and ‘new age’ psychotherapy techniques.
No doubt NLP practitioners reading
this article will be sucking their teeth
in anger at such crtical comments.
Relax. Therapy can overcome that.
Frighteningly, NLP is being pumped
into public sector courses, and
schools, without the public having
any idea of the risks - or even that
NLP techniques are being used in the
first place. Add the dimension that
subliminal messaging is being used
to promote political objectives, and
we have a very dangerous situation.
The UKColumn has warned of the
dangers of NLP on many previous occasions, but evidence is now
overwhelming of the sheer scale of
NLP penetration into our daily lives
- promoted and facilitated by all
levels of government. To what end?
Children are particularly vulnerable
to NLP and their immature minds
are also especially vulnerable to
adverse effects. Asked if they approved of NLP being used on children, the Department of Children,
Schools and Families responded as
follows:
“I can only reiterate my previous
response in that the Department’s
role is limited to setting the national curriculum. It is schools
and Local Authorities which are
autonomous that decide on what

This answer was clearly a ‘foboff ‘; a refusal to give a direct answer on the very serious subject.
Meanwhile, thousands of children are being NLP, and there is
an explosion of youth suicides.
Much ‘Sensitivity’ programming,
as used in ‘Diversity’ training,
uses fear, keywords, repetition,
reinforcement, and threats. The
message is explicitly this: ‘do
this or bad things will happen‘; It
plays on deep insecurities, tragedy, suicide, death, rejections, loss
and confusion. Having anchored
that sense of loss and pain, it can
be triggered at will.
Leadership training courses and
NLP are now being promoted by
governments, through the civil
service, local authorities and enforcement agencies.
Common
Purpose is a political charity, which
has swallowed £ millions of public
money for ‘leadership’ re-framing.
If you listen to government ministers, you can tell which ones have
been ‘processed‘. They talk over
people and use phrases like ‘citizenship‘, the ‘wider community‘,
the ‘way forward’, ‘change’ and
more change, ‘the future vision’,
in partnership, our stakeholders,
’what I’m saying to you is..’, and
our ‘commmon purpose’. Difficult questions will be deflected
and ignored. Those asking difficult questions are branded vexatious. A term which can now be
compounded into (false) accusations of mental illness. [See article
page 2 on the Home Office Fixated
Threat Assessment Centre].

“My petition against
unlawful interference
by the State and the
silencing of dissent
so as to impose a new
police state on the
Nation of
Great Britain”

Norman Scarth, one time Able Seaman on the destroyer HMS Matchless (1943-1944,
Arctic Russian Convoys & the Scharnhorst battle of World War II).
Painting by Phillip W. Lee, Bognor Regis, who gave it the title
‘PORTRAIT OF A HERO’

Exposing the truth concerning Andy McCardle. Andy was a very brave man,
completely sane. BUT - he was ‘blowing the whistle’ on drug smuggling by
Strathclyde Police. To silence him, they first put him in the notorious Barlinnie
Prison, then in Carstairs State ‘Hospital’, Lanarkshire, where so-called ‘doctors’
& so-called ‘nurses’ were told to cure his delusions. For months they used force
to pump him full of anti-psychotic drugs to turn him into a zombie, but his mental
strength was such that he was able to resist even this fiendish torture.
So, on 26th December 2004 he was brutally murdered. He had a smashed eye
socket, a broken jaw, a torn ear, & a cut lip stuck with superglue.
‘Doctors’ said he died of a ‘heart attack’ & the official verdict was ‘Death from
Natural Causes’. JUST 6 WEEKS LATER (too late to save Andy’s life) the
Glasgow Herald reported that one of those he was exposing was given a six year
prison sentence – for drug smuggling!
So, his ‘delusions’ were not delusions at all!

www.ukcolumn.org
In the UK today, this language
is used across all three main parties. Brown, Cameron and Clegg,
ministers, senior police and public
sector madarins now all use a common ‘nu-speak’ of these terms. As
this language has increased so the
efficiency, coherence and stability of Britain has decreased. With
NLP training even the police now
believe that the public are their
enemy.
Kurt Lewin is credited as the ‘father’ of ‘Sensitivity Training’ in
the USA. Although not an official
member of the Frankfurt School,
Lewin was a close friend of one of
its founders, a Comintern (International Communist) agent and leading member of the German Communist Party named Karl Korsch.
Lewin was trained in Wundtian
theory at the Psychology Institute Berlin University, and in the
1920s began collaborating with
Soviet psychologists, in particular the infamous Alexander R.
Luria, who would later develop a
process called ‘Artificial Disorganization of Behaviour’ aimed
at creating mass social chaos.
Luria wrote about the work of
Lewin in his 1932 book, The
Nature of Human Conflicts: A
Study of the Experimental Disorganization and Control of Human Behaviour. Luria described
the specific method of inducing
an ‘artificial disruption’ of the
psyche. Lewin for some, has
been one of the most prominent
psychologists to elucidate this
question of ... “the experimental
disorganization of behaviour..”
Experimental, has now become
reality in UK.
Richard Bandler NLP guru, explains further:
“What is on the leading edge of
human consciousness, human development, is how
to create a global identity
yet maintaining integrity in
ones own identity. The dangers of having this big global
identity is that you have a
homogeny. There is no diversity, no richness, no colour,
no difference everybody is
the same…..I think my view
of heaven would be a planet
like ours, living from the presuppositions of NLP………
What happens when there
is no more communism
worth speaking about any
more. You are nobody now.
If someone were to come up
to you and say, “ I’m an anticommunist”, its laughable.
There’s nobody to be anti
any more. It’s bizarre to have
that sort of an external reference. I think that what NLP
has a chance to offer is to be
able to sort out these levels of
spirit from identity and from
beliefs”…Institute for Systematic NLP - Hamburg 1997.

In a political network, NLP
therapists are now driving the
‘change’ that means nothing
works in Britain anymore.
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otherwise have suspected a sell out of Black
Arrow by the British negotiating team. The
defence of such accusations are easy to imagine: ‘if the French wanted us to abandon
our space programme, then why would they
be so interested in a joint Diamant/Black Arrow venture?’

Feature: “Black Arrow”
British Space ‘Know-How’.
Destroyed as price of entry to the EU?
Black Arrow – Britain’s last
Rocket Launcher
(Did it fall victim, as Britain’s fisheries, as entry price to the EU?)
Black Arrow was a three-stage rocket launcher capable of putting a payload of about 100kg
into low earth orbit. It was conceived in 1964
by the Royal Aircraft Establishment (RAE).
It was essentially a modification of the 1950s
Black Knight sounding rocket and it was
hoped that it (Black Arrow) would, after the
cancellation of Blue Streak, keep Britain in
space at a low level, until costs of a larger
rocket capable of launching satellites into
synchronous orbit might later be justified.
The small size indicated that there was little
will by the Wilson Government for a British
space programme in the late 1960s and the
small budget - £9 million - left no room for
trial and error in the development. Five Black
Arrows were, however, built and four were
launched into space at Woomera, Australia,
the first in 1968. But it was not surprising,
with such penny-pinching, that one launch
failed due to technical problems, as did the
first attempt at an orbital launch in 1970.
When a Conservative Government replaced
Labour in 1970 Black Arrow and the space
programme’s future became the target of
cuts. A Parliamentary Select Committee was
due to meet in June 1971 on the future of the
British space efforts, but before the Committee could report the decision to cancel the
Black Arrow project was taken, (according
to records, about the 21st May). The official
reason given was that the programme was too
costly, but the timing of the cancellation and
also Britain’s simultaneous withdrawal from
ELDO (the European Launcher organisation),
as well as the fact that negotiations to join the
Common Market were in their final delicate
stages, raises the very strong suspicion that
Britain’s space programme was sacrificed in
the same way as fisheries, in order to appease
the French who had for over eight years opposed Britain’s entry.
As it was the last Black Arrow worked perfectly, and on 28 October 1971 (after the precipitate abandonment had been announced),
launched Prospero, Britain’s first satellite,
into orbit. It was placed into a 531/1402 km
orbit, and will continue to circle the Earth
every 100 minutes for the next 40 years. With
the correct equipment, the satellite’s radio
transmitter can still be heard broadcasting on
137.56 MHz.
What, then, was the sequence of events that
led up to the untimely demise of Britain’s
short-lived space programme?
The records show that it was the Wilson Government that initiated the Black Arrow programme - in November 1966, albeit, under
very tight financial constraints. When Heath
came to power on the 18th June 1970, Black
Arrow was well into its programme of development and, as we have seen above, had carried out tests flights in Australia. Yet, within a
month of the election the writing was on the

wall for the project. We see, what amounts
to, a pleading letter from a worried Colonel
R.W. Millo of the Ministry of Technology,
claiming that the programme, ‘……of the
relatively little cost of the space technology
programme, it has already enabled the UK to
attain some notable successes in international
contracts and helped to sustain our credibility
as a forward looking technological nation’.
His letter lists the small amount spent in comparison with France, Germany and Japan.
This plea was followed, within weeks, by a
series of correspondence and minutes, starting with one by Maurice MacMillan, the son
of Harold MacMillan, Prime Minister until
1964, recommending cost cutting in the field
of science and technology. Clearly the new
regime had a passionate dislike of matters
technical, MacMillan arguing that it was the
business of private industry to finance high
tech ventures such as space. The scene was
set, then, to argue that the Black Arrow programme was too costly, and this led to the decision to cancel at the end of May 1971.
However, study of the records then shows
apparent and supposedly covert efforts by
the Government and in particular the Foreign Office, to conceal cancellation from the
French (and the public at large) for a period
of just weeks leading up to the conclusion of
negotiations with them to enter the Common
Market.
Why the fear that the French should get to
know? It seems strange that the French, at
this time, demonstrated a sudden and belated interest in Black Arrow, which should
and did appear as an acute embarrassment to
the Government. Correspondence with the
General Aubiniere, Directeur Général of the
Centre National d’Étude Spatiales demonstrates this French enthusiasm for collaborating with Britain, calling for their own Diamant launcher to be used in combination with
Black Arrow in a joint programme. There is
much on file which makes, perhaps, too much
of the effort to conceal cancellation from the
French. For whose consumption was this correspondence urging concealment from the
French? If this was a covert operation to keep
the cancellation from the French, then surely
it would be marked SECRET, not Confidential, as it was?
By the beginning of July, negotiations with
the French on EEC entry terms are concluded, and the pressure for concealment immediately ends: ‘Now that Common Market
negotiations are over, and relations with the
French are more friendly, there is no reason to
conceal what we are really thinking………’
(cancellation of Black Arrow), is recorded in
the Minutes of a meeting with Prime Minister, Edward Heath, on Wednesday, 7th July
1971.
It is also interesting that suddenly (after
just 6 weeks of interest), and coincidently
the same minutes record, ‘…nor the French
have any further use for Black Arrow’. The
Minute incidently, describes Black Arrow as
‘…a political embarrassment’ – so Wilson’s
much vaunted ‘white hot heat of technology’
speech, had become, as far as space was con-
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Black Arrow ‘mock-up’
Woomera Australia
cerned, a Heath political embarrassment.
It is also not surprising that relations with the
French became more friendly, given that they
had just succeeded in pushing through a thoroughly advantageous Common Agricultural
Policy (CAP), acquired Britain’s fisheries as a
‘common resource’, and if the conclusions of
this commentary are correct, eliminated Britain from space, leaving them free (from British competition) to go on and develop a very
successful and profitable series of launchers.
While the French got into space, Heath went
on to receive the EU’s most coveted award –
the Charlemagne Prize, and the money that
went with it.
It remains, though, to try and make sense of
the enthusiastic correspondence from General Aubiniere, for collaboration with Britain
in a small launcher programme. It is perhaps
strange that talk of a small launcher collaborative effort between France and Britain
should appear as late as 21st May 1971, just
6 weeks before a Cabinet meeting with the
Prime Minister concludes the French are no
longer interested (see above).
Whether or not General Abiniere was a
bona fide collaborator, it is easy to speculate
that the fleeting collaborative proposal was
dreamt up solely to distract those who might

When you consider that Heath’s Government
was, in the summer of 1971, desperate to convince a very sceptical Parliament and public
(3 to 1 against entry, earlier in the year) to
support Britain joining the Common Market,
then it is understandable that, if a deal was
struck with the French to end Black Arrow,
then everything possible would have to have
been done to cover up the fact. The CD ROM
entitled ‘Shoe-horned into the EU’, shows
that the Heath Government had no scruples
in waging a vicious propaganda campaign
against the British people and subjected its
own MPs to all sorts of nasty intimidation
to get the ‘prize’ he sought. So, if there was
a deal over Black Arrow in exchange for removal of French objections to Britain’s membership of the EEC, then it would have been
in character for a cover story, as postulated, to
have be put in place.
If Britain does not have a space programme
today, then we certainly have Edward Heath
to blame for that, in the same way, as he is
to blame for the loss of Britain’s well-conserved and rich fishing grounds. But if Edward Heath also conspired to deceive the
public over a deal to get us into the common
market by ending the space programme, as is
now well documented he did over our fisheries, then this fact should not go unrecorded
in the historical record and proper historical
censure recorded.
The aftermath is recorded in the Booker column of the Sunday Telegraph on 24th July
2005, that ‘Much of EU’s planned satellite
network, including Galileo, set up as a rival to US GPS system is to be provided by
France. From all these contracts British and
US companies are excluded….’.
As of 2009, the UK is the only nation to have
successfully developed and then abandoned
satellite launch capability.
David Barnby
4th November 2005
Supporting records available on CD

Urgent Public Notice
Serious Contamination in Public Water Supplies
Our government is determined to fluoridate the UK water supply with fluorosilicic acid – an
industrial waste product. Their programme has started and you have not been told. Mass medication is against human rights and medical ethics. Adding fluoride to the water supply has been
rejected by almost all European countries. The entire food chain will be polluted with fluoride
(which contains heavy metals). Many studies around the world have connected fluoride with
cancer and other serious conditions. The American Dental Association has warned that baby
milk formula should not be mixed with fluoridated water. Fluoride – unethical, uneconomic,
ineffective (and some have made it illegal). For more information, go to www.npwa.org.uk,
www.fluoridealert.org, www.ukcaf.org., www.hampshireagainstfluoride.blogspot.com

What can you do? Demand fluoridation of drinking water is stopped!
1. Contact your local Town, Borough and County Councillors.
2. Check out local primary care trust and strategic health authority meetings and minutes
of meetings on the internet.
3. Write to local Councillors, MPs and prospective candidates expressing your strong
opposition to mass medication and explaining the dangers of fluoridation.
4. Join or form a local opposition group (some listed on NPWA website).
5. Petition your water company Chairman.
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Chemtrails over England
Following our last edition many
readers have sent in their own photos.

W

e just didn’t know what would
happen when we decided to
publish a photograph sent to us with
the title “Chemtrail”. Nor did we know
very much about the subject. Just that
there were rumours of people reporting
the appearance of aircraft, often at low
level, leaving trails across the sky.
The letters accompanying the pictures
reported that not only were the aircraft
not on normal civil aviation routes to
holiday destinations, but that the trails
did not disappear. In fact they spread
downwind, and often merged through
the day, leaving a white haze instead
of blue sky.
The photograph far left shows an aircraft leaving a long thin trail in the

Above: A jet leaves a white trail in the
morning sky near Plymouth. It will spread
and last the whole day.
Below: Multiple jet trails criss-cross the
sky in Liverpool. Earlier blue sky and
sunshine is now just white haze.
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This is something new for the UK Column. We have been amazed
at the response from the general public following our publication
of a few photograph. We are now asking readers to send us more
information and give us your opinion. Just what are these trails in
the sky and what are the aircraft spraying?
Do you have a video or photographs - then please send us a copy.
And do tell us what you think is happening. 6, 7 or 8 aircraft in the
sky at one time is just not normal civilian air traffiic.
sky. Normal condensation trails
which are formed by water vapour
condensing out of the burnt aviation
fuel normally disperse after a short
time, so the observer simply sees a
short white trail behind the aircraft,
and this soon disappears. The length
and density of the trail will vary depending on the altitude of the aircraft
and the prevailing weather conditions; particularly temperature and
humidity of the air at that height.

Readers can observe for themselves
that the sky is criss-crossed with
trails. Older trails have spread and
merged, and now completely obscure the sky.
Where the trails are particularly intense, other readers are observing
colourful and highly unusual sunsets. In some cases ‘rainbow’ effects
are visible in the sky.

What intrigued our reporter was that
reports of this “chemtrail” activity
The new “chemtrail” phenomenon,
would come from a number of UK
however does not disappear. In fact
cities on the same day. This made the
the trails spread, so that with sufsuggestion that the aircraft were just
ficient aircraft, the whole sky area
civilian flights even more unlikely.
becomes silvery grey for the whole
But are the trails sinister? What is
day. Just such an effect is illustrated
the so called “Chemtrail”? Here
in the bottom photograph.
things took a twist because GerSubmitted by Dave from
A violet sunset in the Midlands, highlighting
many has recently become another
Liverpool, he has used a
a sky completely obscured with crossing
country to admit to chem-trails on a
special ‘fish-eye’ lense
chemical trails.
television broadcast. The TV news
to capture the whole sky.
report
http://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=mAm1ll0lxZw states that
“the military planes of the German Federal
Army are manipulating our climate; this is
what the weather researchers are presuming and their suspicions are confirmed…
we can state with a 97% certainty that we
have on our hands chemical trails (chemtrails) comprised by fine dust containing
polymers and metals, used to disrupt radar
signals.”
Is it really only the German Air Force carrying involved in this activity. Unlikely
when reports of chemtrails are now coming from USA, UK and other countries in
Europe. A Louisiana TV station has also
reported and analysed chemicals from
Chemtrails:
http://www.liveleak.com/
view?i=9c2_1197919554
Assuming that the chemtrails are simply
designed to alter the weather and disrupt
radar signals for the military, it seems
reasonable to ask what research has been
done on the safety of breathing the chemicals released by aicraft.
These chemicals include acetylcholine
chloride, 26 heavy metals including arsenic, lead, barium, mercury and uranium, as well as moulds and fungal spores.
Some researchers are even claiming
pneumonia. Aluminium and Barium seem
to be particularly prevelant. The toxicity
of Barium is comparable to arsenic.
Many claim that this airborne cocktail is
causing a variety of physical effects in
people, ranging from fatigue, pneumonia,
aching joints to chest pains and long term
blood pressure problems. Others claim
that it is designed to wear down your
body’s immune system.

True or not true? Readers, please let us
know. In the meantime we will continue
to watch the evidence in the skies.
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GOVERNMENT
PREDICTIONS GO
UP IN SMOKE
Correspondent Peter Thompson

Many people dislike smoking and
think it is bad. Certainly over the
last few years there has been a major campaign to stop smoking. We
now see smokers, banned from their
workplaces, huddled in doorways
as ‘outlaws’. They are increasingly
branded by government and charities such as ASH, as dirty, if not
repulsive people.
Many other people would say the
same about those that drink, particularly if they drink to excess. Increasingly, the government is now
branding drinkers a drain on the
NHS. But what if the statistics used
by government are false?
Taking the case of smokers, and
leaving aside the rights or wrongs
of smoking itself, something about
the government anti-smoking campaign does not add up - and before
you say it I am not a smoker.

www.ukcolumn.org
Official data recently released by
the NHS has revealed that there was
a 2% decline in heart attack admissions for 2007/08, the year of the
smoking ban, compared to the 40%
reduction that the Government had
previously claimed. Actual NHS
figures from 2007/08 are slightly
lower than the 2.8% drop in 2006/07
and the 3.8% drop in 2005/06 for
acute myocardial infarction.
“All declines in heart attack rates
are hugely welcome and congratulated, but there is something a little
more sinister about this one”, states
Andy Davis, chairman of the prochoice group Freedom2choose.
“I distinctly remember politicians
from all parties welcoming the 40%
drop in heart attack admissions for
this year”, he continues. “One wonders why there is so much discrepancy from the actual figures.”
The Government, advised by ASH UK
, had previously claimed that admissions for heart attacks had reduced by
40% during the first year of the smoking ban, and had attributed this entire
reduction to smoking ban legislation.
The official statistics (now released)
clearly show that the ‘science by pressrelease’ was in fact, incorrect.
“The distortion of truth isn’t really
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surprising”, states Andy Davis. “A
similar campaign occurred in Scotland where it was claimed that heart
attack admissions had reduced by
17% since the smoking ban, yet official figures from ISD Scotland show
that this was clearly not the case.”
This data has been collected from
every hospital in England which
serves a population of 51,000,000
people. The sample size is some
500 times larger than the previous
largest study in Pueblo , Colorado.
Pueblo included a mere 102,000
people and made similar claims of a
41% drop in heart attack admissions
the year following their smoking
ban. Ref: Hospital Episode Statistics ISD Scotland
In the background the government
has been amending the smoking laws
to suit itself. The Daily mail reported
that - “British lawmakers are taking
heat for covertly amending the law
to allow smoking at the Group of 20
economic conference to be held next
month in London, according to a report in the Daily Mail.
Smoking was banned in British
workplaces and enclosed public
spaces in 2006, but now the law
may have changed — to allow
smoking rooms — to accommodate

Codex Alimentarius
Few people realise the impending danger of
supranational food control and legislation.
Centre. Delving amongst the bound
books that held the thousands of
EU Directives and debates from
the European Parliament, I first
came across “Novel Foods”. This
was something I had certainly
No, then read on - understanding it
never heard of before, and ‘flipmay save your life.
ping’ through the pages I saw the
paragraph in the Official Journal of
Alerting article by Anne Palmer
the EC (16.9.97 L 253/13) beneath
Detailed analysis next edition.
the heading, “The Ability of the
The Codex Alimentarius Commission was GMM to survive in and colonise
created in 1963 by FAO (Food & Argri- the human gut”.
culture Organisation of UN) and WHO
(World Health Organisation) to develop The passage underneath calmly
declared.... “The genetic modififood standards, guidelines and related texts
cation might facilitate survival
such as codes of practice under the Joint
during passage through the inFAO/WHO Food Standards Programme.
testines and colonization of the
The main purposes of this Programme are
human gut. Antagonistic and
protecting health of the consumers and
synergistic effects on the comensuring fair trade practices in the food
position of the intestinal flora
trade, and promoting coordination of all
may occur and have an influence
food standards work undertaken by interon human health. Therefore exnational governmental and non-governperimental data are required on
mental organizations. [Note: Contrary to
the respective properties of the
what the Codex Commission states it is a
GMO [Genetically Modified OrTrade Commission. Ed]
ganism]”.
The Codex Trust Fund was launched on 14
February 2003 by Dr Gro Harlem Brundt- It was 1997 and I was hooked on
land, Director-General of WHO, and Dr the frightening truth behind Genetic
Jacques Diouf, Director-General of FAO, Modification of foods. From then
at a ceremony organized during the 25th on I started giving talks to the ladies
(extraordinary) session of the Codex Ali- at local Women Institutes and any
mentarius Commission. The Fund is seek- other group who would have me.
ing US$40 million over a 12-year period to
help developing countries and countries in What made me so angry at that
transition to increase their participation in time was when I read document
(28.4.97 C 132/30). It calmly stated
the vital work of the Commission.
that a GM maize had been passed
Before I had a computer, I used to regularly in the EU Parliament, even though
go to the top floor of my local University, 13 out of 15 opposed its placing on
to visit the European Union Documentation the market. The paper read............

Have you heard of
Codex Alimentarius?

“whereas large scale use of the
Bt (Bacillus Thuringiensis) toxin
raises environmental concerns”.
And also, “and the conclusions of
the Scientific Committee for Food
on the risks of transmission to man
of a tracer gene resistant to antibiotics.” ...........I understand there
are still concerns even now.
Although Codex has been mentioned in UK Parliament via the
European Scrutiny Ninth Report,
which looked at ‘COM (01) 287’
which although found ‘politically
important’, was ‘cleared’ with the
conclusion, “Although the Government’s original Explanatory
Memorandum of 5th July 2001 implied that the concerns over influence related to consumers generally rather than simply to those in
the UK, we have noted the views
expressed in the consultation exercise. We have also noted the
present position on subsidiarity,
and, as a result, we are now clearing the document
The casual and devious dismissal
of concerns horrified me, and my
research to date has done nothing
to allay my fears. In fact I am now
more concerned than ever. I do not
trust anything that contains GMO’s
in food now. People just have no
idea that we are to be told what we
can eat and drink. Codex will deny
us wholesome food and drink, and
will even outlaw herbal remedies
and natural vitamins. Research for
yourselves before it’s too late.

the visiting dignitaries.
It’s unclear which agency changed
the rules, but the event’s host, the
Foreign and Common Office, said
it was aware of the smoking rooms
and will launch an investigation,
the Mail reported.
Labour Party lawmakers have been
accused of having double standards,
forcing British businesses and staff
to abide by the ban while lifting it
when it suits themselves.”
“’This clearly demonstrates that
there are alternative solutions to
the current smoking ban that our
government is ignoring,” smoking
campaign group Freedom2choose

Researchers Question
Nature, Cause & Treatment
of “Swine Flu”
Outbreak
Derbyshire, UK – a highly respected independent researcher, Alan
Johnson, is asking serious questions
regarding the real nature and cause
of the so-called “Swine Flu” outbreak in Mexico, which many mainstream media sources describe as a
“Pandemic”. The questions relate
to events before the outbreak and
corporate interests involved with the
supply of a so-called “vaccine”.
The US Centre for Disease Control (CDC) stated that the first case
of “Swine Flu” was diagnosed in
Mexico on April 17th. In the last
few weeks, several researchers
have sent ‘explosive’ information
to Andrew Johnson, who runs a
free website called “Check the Evidence”. Johnson explains “I was
sent information that includes commentary provided by Alternative
Health figures such as Dr Joseph
Mercola, an osteopathic physician,
and Dr Leonard Horowitz, a Harvard Graduate of Dental Medicine.
Their commentaries vigorously
challenge
mainstream reports
about the Swine Flu scares.”
On his website, Dr Mercola
states <http://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=GBeKB7aKzOs> “this isn’t
the first time the public has been
warned about swine flu. The last
time was in 1976, right before I entered medical school and I remember it very clearly. It resulted in the
massive swine flu vaccine campaign. Do you happen to recall the
result of this massive campaign?
Within a few months, claims totalling $1.3 billion had been filed by
victims who had suffered paralysis
from the vaccine. The vaccine was
also blamed for 25 deaths.”
Suspicions have also been raised
about the actual nature of the virus
itself , following comments by a
WHO Official that the current strain
contains both Avian and Swine
Flu characteristics. Johnson states,
“Some would say this was only possible if the virus had been genetically
manipulated in a laboratory”.
Dr. Horowitz urges an investigation of Dr. James S. Robertson,
England’s <http://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=GBeKB7aKzOs>leading bioengineer of flu viruses for the vaccine industry, and avid promoter of
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chairman Andy Davis told the
Mail.
“Our government is accommodating the political leaders from across
the globe, yet they are not prepared
to accommodate millions of their
own citizens.”
Either smoking is so dangerous that
it must be banned from society, or
it is not. The key question is why
would the government lie over
health statistics so as to achieve a
ban? Could it be that outlawing
smoking is a social control experiment rather than a genuine concern
for health? And then there is the
subject of alchohol.
U.S. Government funding for lucrative biodefense contracts, along
with collaborators at the US Centers for Disease Control & Prevention (CDC). These suspects helped
Novavax, Inc., in Bethesda, Maryland, produce genetically-modified
recombinants of the avian, swine,
and Spanish flu viruses, H5N1 and
H1N1, nearly identical to the unprecedented Mexican virus that is
allegedly spreading to the United
States at the time of this posting.
The outbreak was precisely timed
to promote the company’s new research and huge vaccine stockpiling contracts.
Johnson states, “Many researchers have witnessed again the extreme unreliability of mainstream
sources, due to their repeated
distortion of facts and failure to
properly investigate the background of breaking stories. As
with the events of 9/11 and 7/7,
the media have rapidly created a
myth which has been seared into
the public psyche using a set of
clichéd images and ubiquitous –
and often baseless - fear tactics.”
Johnson highlights the failure
of the media to report some extremely suspicious facts. “One
example is that on 19 Mar 2009,
almost 1 month before the outbreak, ‘Medical News Today’
reported that a French Pharmaceutical Company, Sanofi Aventis
‘Invests 100 Million Euros In New
Facility In Mexico To Produce
Seasonaland Pandemic Influenza Vaccine’ <http://www.medicalnewstoday.com/printerfriendlynews.
php?newsid=142835> . This is ex-

tremely suspicious. Additionally,
another researcher alerted me to
a local paper’s story - dated 06
Apr 2009 - 11 days before the first
Mexico case appeared - entitled
‘Flu pandemic could kill up to one
in 80’ <http://www.thisisderbyshire.
co.uk/news/flu-pandemic-kill-80/article-874746-detail/article.html> . This

article discusses the stock piling
of surgical masks and gowns. It
almost seems like someone knew
this was coming!”
Other researchers have noted that
Illinois-based company Baxter
Pharmaceuticals placed live avian flu virus in vaccine materials
sent to 18 countries <http://www.
naturalnews.com/025760.html>.
Johnson and many other scientists
question whether the viral ‘pandemic’ is intentional.
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eaky was tired.
With oiled feathers, an extra scarf, leather
helmet and goggles, he had
been fighting hard against
a stiff salt-laden westerly
wind. It blew hard across
the Bay of Biscay - fresh
from the Atlantic. The cold
was unchecked by the weak
spring sunshine.
He could glide with the
best of them but the squalls
and gusts required constant
attention to his wingtip
control feathers.
He was on patrol, watching the green waters below
for any signs of nuclear
submarines. With his
eagle eye parrot vision he
could penetrate the murky
Biscay depths in a way only
normally possible in the
clear waters of the Mediterranean.
He had become aware of
the presence of the French
nuclear deterrent subma

rine - a ‘bomber’- days ago.
Betrayed by the oily line of
garlic on the surface of the
water. The glistening trail
was occasionally emphasised by empty ‘Vin de
Table’ bottles, now bobbing
and sparkling in the waves
below.
Wheeling hard left Beaky
adjusted his undercarriage
and dropped lower to track,
observe and report.
A short time later the
maritime patrol parrot was
amazed to see the murkey
outline of another submarine creeping though the
water. A silent killer, he
knew from the shape that
it was a British nuclear
deterrent boat. No garlic
or bottles this time, just
scraps of decaying copies
of page 3 of the Sun and the
odd wardroom Telegraph
- already weeks old and
read a hundred times. To
his horror Beaky watched
as £2 billion of British
and French assets headed
towards each other, apparently unaware by sonar that
the other was there. “Mon
dieu” he thought, this is a
cunning French plan to disable the British nuclear
deterrent. He understood
that under EU plans the UK
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would not be allowed to keep
its nuclear weapons, ...but
this was something else.
2 miles, sorry.....4.3 kilometers, 1 mile, 1000 yards,
100 yards they kept coming.
Beaky waited for the ping of
an active sonar, the equivalent of switching on your
headlights to see the rabbit
in the road.. He could not be
sure if either side did, or did
not.
“Kerrrrrunch!” “Kerrbooom”
The low sound reached him
in the skies above.
Reassured by the subsequent
manoeuvring of the vessels,
Beaky sighed with relief that
both submarines were not
seriously damaged and their
crews were safe.
But...but...but ...he just
couldn’t nderstand how two
vital national defence naval
asets could be in the same
place at the same time. He
didn’t think it boded well
since French President
Sarkozy is proposing that
a British Aircraft carrier
heads a new EU naval group.
Beaky turned for home.
“They’ll be using using NLP
in Nuclear Submarine training next”, he pondered. Then
he remembered they already
are. Squaaaawk! Over!
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Bob Keegan
Plymouth
High Quality
Interior and Exterior Decorator
Tel: 01752 220213
MB: 07780 874684
For Sale

For Sale. Man Straw.
Injustice Secretary Nulabour model.
Selling as this straw-man has failed to
perform as expected. Poor quality, too
much stuffing, and lack of backbone.
Useful for frightening young vulnerable
children and keeping the real media away.
Can be used to prop-up judges and Social
Services especially if crooked, bent or
unstable. Normal health and safety applies. Smokers beware - Fire Hazard.
£5.00 ovno. Tel: 09082 33 4555
Business Opportunities

‘Quantitative Easing’
Print your own REAL money.
Work from Home or Parliament. Genuine offer. Print
money for next to nothing and then sell it via banks
for £1 per note plus huge interest. Paper cost less than
0.01p per note even if £20 printed. This is not a scam.
Our “British jobs for British workers” scheme is fully
backed by Gordon Brown’s personal Government, the
Bank of England Co Ltd and the Old Boys Club. Contact in confidence:
Mervyn@bankofenglandscam.com
Due to timewaters Prime Minister’s post still available. Green
and chaotic land. Candidate required as understood present
PM has apparently broken all his mobile phones. Stress?
Good pay and outrageous perks. Box 323

Change your Life

ADVERT
MI5 and MI6 premises London
Due shocking realisation that MI5 and MI6
are creating their own terrorist threats, it has
been decided that terror, the creeping surveillance society and police state can now be
enhanced through government cost cutting
measures.
The corrupt and fraudulent UK Government
is therefore pleased to announce that extensive
MI5 and MI6 London premises are no longer
needed as these roles are now combined and
fully ‘in House’ under EU control. Total space

Using NLP, you can change your whole life, values, beliefs and attain everything you have ever wanted and train
others, without them realising what you’ve done to them.
Join the elite NLP practitioners club through which everyone in UK will be ‘re-framed’ to be better people than their
parents. Disguised as Life Coaching, Empowerment, Management training, Diversity courses, Common
Purpose or just NLP, this technique can now
available 226,0000 sq ft Freehold by Aucbe applied to adults and children without them
tion. Excellent views and cellars. Waterknowing.
boarding available on tap.
Just Do It! Become an NLP Master, change
your
life and personality. Become rich. Ditch
This advert has been pre-written and preyour
husband,
wife or partner and start again.
read by MI56(fifty-six) under EU Directive
Train
your
local
school children to be the
20345-09 pre-thought crimes and complies
‘new
leaders’
in
the post democratic NLP
with all MI56 data sharing protocols, includutopia. Some risks to your personality and
ing what’s yours is ours and what’s ours is
‘well being’, but we just ignore this inconprivate for profit. Apply to:
venient truth.
Moneypenny@UKLibLabConMI56.org.eu
Go on! Imagine the vision as NLP makes
you blissfully happy in a decaying world.
All enquiries will be investigated through
Courses are supported by all three main
personal vetting and visiting your computer
UK political parties. Just Do it!
while you sleep. Also vacancies ‘GovernContact: Mandy@reframedbuthappy.org or
ment Agitators’ all nationalities except
Balls@deptedugov-reframewow.com
English. G20 Police especially welcome.
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Personal

Signatory 44
12887 44663 88674 90001 72219 40406
30351 35723 65173 29998 39376 48529
11483 76342 33336 23467 81256 88674
00020 73299 AS 20409
Haartelijk bedankt voor de ‘Post Office’
Mandy. Is er iets anders wij kunnen hebben?
Straks komen de tulpen bollen of mischein
bloempjes? Groetjes Holland. Jammer dat
situatie met de groen stuff. Je vrienden.

Worried by Common Purpose?
Like to learn more?
Ask your Council for receipts.
www.cpexposed.com
Wanted

Wanted. Information pertaining to
Marylyn alias Charles Lynton and grubby
happenings in public toilets London.
Also documentation regarding Bow Street
Magistrates Courts. Great topic for top
political after dinner speakers. Thanks to
unite. Supply to UKColumn. Quote TB/09
Situations vacant

EU Head of Social Services
London Region.
Unique position to install pure marxism
and freudian theories direct into families.
Plenty more children if it all goes wrong.
Salary £245,000 plus bonus for every
child stolen from Mum and Dad. Box 666
BBC Radio 5 Live desperate for more CP
leaders and graduates to join their CREATIVE
propaganda team especially from the Birmingham EU CP network. Reply to CAPITA our
BBC front organisation for complaints, administration of pay (excluding pensions); some aspects of staff development; occupational health
and other services. Email: lossmakkers@
DeutscheBank.helmer.net 1.4.09

Composer Email
Due sudden departure NuLabour has urgent
need for email executive. Previous experience in truth fabrication, fact manipulation
and obfuscation programming an advantage.
Candidate should be proficient in abuse of
public money to defame and character assasinate. High rewards for good work but
candidate will be ejected if PM connected to
output. Apply in writing (email not secure)
to: PM@liefactory.gov.uk
Salesmen wanted
To sell newspaper advertising space for
our papers in UK and overseas. 30%
commission. Work from home or our
office
01752 312743 or

07841 464187

Rallies for Freedom

WANT YOUR COUNTRY BACK
LAWFUL REBELLION
COME AND UNDERSTAND HOW
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